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...It is not uncommon for men and organisations to indulge in
little luxury-walks down their memory lanes re-living the past.
But then sometimes it happens that such past-time indulgences
leave a lingering sense of inadequacy which, it soon becomes
clear, can best be removed only by projecting individual
experiences on a larger canvas. Perhaps such are the occasions
when it becomes obvious to all those involved in experiences
that a large audience of people from many walks of life woul
also find this introspection of theirs important. It is m t is
context that the following pages describe the trauma and sub
sequent sense of fulfilment experienced by BITS in starting an
establishing the Practice School Programme.
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ABSTRACT

In the context of the national
educational scene the subject of uni
versity collaboration with the world
outside the campus" needs no intro
duction. Right since independence,
the Ministry of Education, through its
AICTE and through the reports and
recommendations of various national
level committees and commissions, has
been time and again reiterating its
firm decision to have closer interaction
between the professional world and
the university world in terms of the
organisation of activities such as
practical training, apprenticeship sche
me, practice schools and sandwich
programmes.

It is within this frame of refer
ence that this paper presents in the
form of a case study the innovation
of the practice school (PS) system
of education evolved by the Birla
Institute of Technology & Science
(BITS), Pilani during the last decade.
To begin with, the study describes,
fn the national context, the historical

background of efforts towards indus
try-university collaboration and, then,
proceeds to discuss its impact on the
Institute in terms of the implemen
tation of a scheme such as practical
training during the early years bet
ween 1964-69.

This is followed by an analysis
of the critical appraisal of the entire
theme of "collaboration" that the
Institute undertook during the years
1969-70, wherethrough it was realised
that any meaningful collaboration
with the professional world could
never be a mere add-on to the time
spent in classrooms but rather it
must create circumstances whereby
teaching and research in the univer
sities are integrated with the tasks of
production, design and development,
implemented outside the university
campuses.

Towards the achieving of this,

then, the study describes the model of
practice method of education that
bits had conceived; In a nut-shell,
just as a medico undergoes internship



'  in a teaching hospital before gradua
tion, similarly the practice school
requires students of engineering,
science and humanities to practice
their profession during the educa
tional years. In specific terms, this is
achieved by establishing, in the pro
fessional world, classrooms, designa
ted as practice stations where, in con
sultation with the professional experts,
the entire responsibility for supervi
sion of the student education and
evaluation consistent with the princi
ples of the semester system of internal
continuous evaluation rests with the
university faculty fully resident at the
station.

It- was in the year 1973 that the
Institute started its first rouod-the-
year practice station, accommodating
a controlled student input of 12, acco

mpanied by 4 faculty members. To

day, during any academic year, as

many as 300 students from different

subjects and classes and 60 faculty
members from different disciplines

are participating in this joint educa

tional endeavour at 60 different host

organisations spread across the length

and breadth of the country. The des

cription of the PS model is followed
by details from the field, comprehen
sively presenting various facets of the
above educational organisation in

terms of planning process, educafional
contents, semester-wise calendar, eva
luation techniques, growth statistics,
man- power development, physical

facilities, man - management system,
financial costs, educational adminis
tration, etc.

' As an obvious outcome of the
evolution of such a vast infrastructure
where academic community and pro
fessional experts can come together
through the integration of their res
pective professional commitments, the
paper discusses the emerging direc
tions for the future in terms of details
at practice centres such as organisa
tion, of collaborative post-graduate
and doctoral programmes, initiation of
sponsored research at the campus,
inception of the theme of consultancy
based on the needs of practice stations
and defining for a university a role
■nthe task of rural development.

the t1's"k "or concludes thatthe task of turning the face of a

methods ofbacked up by an intcjrakd
to education characen^d
degree structure. Thus, the fh °
industry university of
which itself is a b
product of the process '
is bound to become a
ther innovations. The c
abstracts this entire thus
suggest an approach to to
of educational innovatjo ^ ^^®'^^nges
lopment. ^ and deve-

1. INTRODUCTION

The Practice School (PS) system
of education is essentially an effort to
institutionalise the process of building
the much needed bridge between the
professional world and the academic
world. Just as a medico undergoes
internship in a teaching hospital
before his graduation, the practice
method of education requires students
of engineering, science and hum
anities to practice their respective
professions in the real world during
their educational years.

In concrete terms, the Practice
School establishes classrooms desing-
nated as Practice Stations, in the
professional world, defined in terms
of production and manufacturing
units, engineering design, develop
ment and consultancy agencies, natio
nal research laboratories, social scie
nce planning cells, banks, centres for
science communication, science and
technology museum, publishing houses,
the rural backdrop as represented
through a village, etc. along with the
immediate locale in and around the
academic campus. At practice stations,
students and teachers drawn from
different disciplines, involve themsel
ves in interdisciplinary and mission
and goal oriented real - life problem
-solving efforts, pre-eminently concer
ned with solving practical problems,
making improvements and serving
immediate needs pertaining to produ

ction, design and development, plann
ing and ultimately, social action.

In the process, with the help of
instruments like quizzes, viva voce,
group discussions, seminar, project
reports, etc., teachers resident at prac
tice stations continuosly evaluate, in
consultation with professional experts,
student performance in terms of
personality traits like professional
judgement, decision - making ability,
skills for data handling, ability for
written and oral presentation, initia
tion; ability for team work, leadership
quality, industry, sense of responsibij-
ity, ability to meet deadlines, etc."
Letter grades so obtained by students
constitute an integral part df
their respective degree transcripts.
Further, the PS system of education
also issues a rating sheet qualitatively
describing the degree for which a
student had demonstrated the above
mentioned personality traits during
his training. Thus it is important to
note that Practice School is very much
a formal system of education.

After the successful completion of
the PS requirement, the student is
awarded in his discipline a degree
which carries the words 'with Practice
School'. It is axiomatic that the stu
dent who .completes the PS pro
gramme carries greater total academic
load and spends more time than the"
student who attends the respective
traditional degree programme. In view



of this, the PS programme judiciously
utilises the in-between summer vaca
tion (s), so as to make both the pro
grammes duration almost comparable.

From the above it follows, in
deed, as a natural corollary, that the
PS system of education aims at a well-
defined model of university system,
through which teaching and research
activities of the academic community
can be meaningfully linked with the
production and development based
activities of the environment that go to
define the entire gamut of the econo
mic growth as well as national cons,
truction. It may be mentioned that the
concept of the Practice School as
a workable method for collaborating
with industry was first initiated and
perfected, as early as 1914, by the
Chemical Engineering Department of
MIT, USA. In the Indian context,
right since independence, the Minis
try of Education, through AICTE as
well as through the reports and re
commendations of various nationai
level committees and commissions
appointed from time to time, has been
reiterating the need for closer interac
tion between the academic institutions
and the professional world in terms
of organisation of apprenticeship
training,, the Practice SchooJ and
Sandwich programmes. Indeed tu
first decision to establish practice
schools was taken by AICTP
early as 1958. ^

Around 1967, hbti. Kanpur

became the first institution in the
country to start'the PS programme
for the Chemical Engineering discip
line at the post-graduate level. BITS,
Pilani was introduced, in the year 1964,
to this concept of education, across the
university level, through a Ford Foun
dation sponsored project of collaborat
ion with MIT, USA. However, it was
not until 1973 that BITS launched this
programme at the undergraduate as
well as postgraduate levels scanning
the entire spectrum of university disci
plines, ranging from Engineering to
Science to Pharmacy to Management
to Economics to English. Later BITS
also extended this programme to disci
plines of. Computer Science. Instru
mentation, Museum Studies, and
Science and Technology Develop
ment (STD).

Indeed, since its inception in the
he year 1973, thanks to the all-round
enthusiastic and mature support of
the ̂students, the teachers ■ and the
professional world alike, the BITS
ractice School has grown immensely.

Today, during any academic year,
nearly 800 students, 400 during th^

oljl (PS-I j course and 200 during
-chofthe two regular sessions for

ItLrp" course,ractice School and towardsheir supervision about 60 teachers, 40
n the. summer and 20 round-the-year
are away from the campus. Further'
approximaie.y 60 professional orgj^^.'

sations of various types, representing
Government, Private, Public as well
as Semi-Go.vernment sectors, are in
volved with the Institute in this joint
educational endeavour.

By any known norms, within a
short span of only five years, BITS
has evolved through its PS programme
a vast infrastructure which can act as

an effective meeting ground between
the university world and the real
world. In the process, the Institute
has gained a rich experience and felt a
sense of fulfilment that are obvious.
An attempt has been made in the
following sections to capture the flav
our of this entire experience in the
forrh of a case study.

1 THE HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND

' So. far, as the subject matter of
education' is concerned, it will not
be an &\erstatement to say that no
national level decision has been able to
command, at all times, as much una
nimity of views (from policymakers,
planners, experts, financers and public
at large all alike) as happens to be
the case with regard to the need for
establishing closer linkages, particu
larly between the system of higher
education and the industry. An exp
ression . of ■ Ihjs need is abundantly
found in the time to time recommend
ations of various councils, committees
and commissions, notable amongst
them being the Scientific Manpower

Committee (1973), Engineering Per
sonnel Committee (1956), AICTE,
the Committee for Post-graduate

Engineering Education and Research
(1961), Education Commission (1966)
and the High Power Committee of
AICTE on studying collaboration
between Technical Institutions and
Industry (1970).

Indeed, be it the problem of
effective training of the scientific and
technical man-power or of strengthen
ing the R & D effort or of accelerating
the pace of industrialisation, in all
such cases, the . committees and com
missions have invariably and unequi
vocally arrived at the conclusion that
one facet of the correct strategy lies in
ensuring opportuniny for teachers and
students to have field experiences in the
industrial enterprises, with a view to
helping them keep in touch with the
progrees taking place in the contera—
porary engineering practices.

Thus, if the Scientific Manpower
Committee (1947) recommended the
'practical training stipend scheme',
the Engineerig Personnel Committee
(1956) argued for consultancy opport
unities for the university staff.

One of the earliest expressions
at the AICTE on the need for closer

interaction between the academic ins
titutions and the professional world

is to be found in the minutes of its
nth meeting held in March, 1958. In



this meeting, which considered the
recommendation of the Board of
Chemical Engineering and Chemical
Technology to initiate the Practice
School Programmes, the address from
the chair went on to observe that
"there is no doubt that the employer
today is as greatly concerned with the
calibre of technical personnel trained
by our technical institutions, as he is
interested in participating in the train
ing' programmes". Understandably
consistent with its theme of industry-
university collaboration, this council
meeting accepted in principle the
theme of the establishment of practice
schools and suggested that La!a
Shn Ram be included as a member of
the expert committee appointed .by the
Board for this purpose.

brt similar lines, the Thacker Com-
mmee for Post graduate Engineering
Education and Research (1961), while
emphasising the need for closer indus
try-univer.sity linkages, recommended
widening of the base of post-graduate
education, so that the master's and
doctoral thesis efforts aim at some of
the industrial problems, so that
technical education fulfils its appoint
ed role of supplying manpower to
tackle effectively many of the problems
that beset our industrial growth, viz
improving manufacturing processes
designing improvements in the existing
machinery, cutting down the produc-
tion costs, development of indigenous
know - how, etc. In the same vein, the

Education Commission (1966) recomm
ended the starting of sandwich courses,
with the difference that this scheme
covered the undergraduate pro
grammes.

The same year, but a little earlier,
the All India Board of Technical
tu ies in Chemical Engineering and
hemical Technology, in its 20th

meeting held in February, 1966, obser-
ve that, in spite of a firm decision by
eAlCTE as early as 1958, it had

not been possible to formulate a
e ai ed scheme for the Implementa-
lon o the Practice School as the
emical Engineering institutions and

m ustries had shown a poor response.
The Board went further to note that it

that an opportunity
m.ghtbeg.ven to the institutions to

schlr ̂T'^^'hties of organizing such
a^Kfi r able to makesatisfactory arrangements with the

us ry in this context, they might

sZf their own schemes Z
necessarvV^
?or h n ' to themtor this purpose. Accordingly the
meeting observed that all fh i • •
engineering

fe addressed i„ rnatterBuTin
case too .He response was

imme"la"e7y"fol|owing'thr'"°i
a'icte -port'  "ccBng^ held in July,

1966, once again reiterated its deci
sion in terms of the need for closer

linkages between the academic insti
tutions and industries and, towards

the same end, recomm?nded various
measures such as the establishment

of a two-way traffic wherethrough
senior academic staff could go to the
industry to learn the latest techniques
in manufacturing, financing and mar
keting, while the personnel from
industrial set-ups could teach univer
sity students practical aspects of
problem - solving; opportunity for
teachers to spend one or two

years in industry; opportunity for

the postgraduate and undergra

duate level students to work on pro

blems assigned by the industry; seek

ing by university faculty of research

problems from the industry; holding

of get-togethers and seminars bet
ween industries and technical institu

tions, etc.

Keeping in view the spirit of the
above measures, the AICTE appointed

a sub-group of Directors on Technical
Education to study the recommenda

tions of the Education Commission.

It may be mentioned that in its dis
cussions (December, 1966), particu
larly in terms of the sandwich pro
gramme, the sub-group observed that
it is certainly a good scheme, having
proved its worth in foreign countries
and then went on to note that the

question of how to implement the
same in our country was still unre
solved.

It is in the midst of all the above

type of developments that the unti

ring efforts of AICTE attained, so to
say. the first success when around

the year 1967 HBTI, Kanpur started

its Practice School programme in the

Chemical Engineering discipline it

the post-graduate level. However, in

the context of the national scene, it

was obvious that this was only a

beginning and the main body of the

job was still to be initiated.

The achievement in the year that

followed is not much different from

that of the years covered so far.

Indeed, in spite of frequent reitera

tion of the firm policy decisions to

organize practical training, practice
schools and sandwich programmes

towards establishing closer interac

tion between the university world

and the professional world and in
spite of all the promise of necessary
help, the attainment of the objective
was all the time eluding the nation,*

except in the case of the practical
training scheme. .Starting from 1947,
thanks to the untiring efforts of the
of the AICTE, by 1966 the number of

fresh engineering graduates and
diploma holders receiving the inplant
practical training in the established
industrial enterprises had already

risen as high as 3000 approximately

as during the training period the
Government undertook the reponsi-

bllity of payment of stipend at the rate
of Rs. 250/— per month to engineering
graduates and Rs. 150/— per month to



diploma holders, and this commitment
on the part of the Government, under
standably, led to a massive expansion
of training centres in established
mdustnes. If, on the one hand, in the
industrial sector this gave birth
to the practice of hiring and maintain
ing the training personnel, on the other
hand, in the universities and particul
arly in technical institutions, this
gave spurt, to the introduction of
practice training in the degree and
diploma programmes, basically as an
add-on and subsequently leading to
the practice of appointing training and
placement officers.

However, as the years passed it
was becoming increasingly clear
mainly as a result of its add-on chara
cter that the practical training
scheme could not be the basis for
aeWevtng the much desired organic
linkage between the industry and the
university and at the same time no
defimte model was emerging for ,he
implementation of schemes Jibe the
Practice School and the sandwich
programme. It is against this hack
ground that, in March 1969, the Board
of Post-graduate Engineering Studies
and Research of AICTE decided that
concrete steps should be taken to
promote collaboration

technical institutions and industry
and then went on to appoint a H' h
Power Committee to examine the
matter and make ^^commendations
The Standing Committee of Uqq

Engineering and Technical Education
strongly supported this decision of
tne Board.

The High Power Committee in
Its recommendations submitted in

°, again reiterated the deci
sion to establish Practice Schools.
Similarly May 1970 the Ministry

Education approached universities
to start sandwich programmes.

sen,,'^?'""' """"8 the sub-
efforr pattern ofeffort, similar to the one described
above, was being repeated and thus,

the'A^CTf"'"""®
of ini r i' liie question
andT' u'"® education
mlnTn and reco-
ctice s\ ^"ablishment of Pra-
d criL "®®"tvhile, as
on fl mo • ^ programme
entire ran^JT '
'he Institufe ^
develonm. r ° these
tly as 1978 ̂  fotind, as recen-

Parliament. This rpr»r% e
ways and' means'"T"

terms of industrv • °

hoeation.reiterSihe Terr"''^-"-ing Practice Schools "®'-

hackgroun^d''°aTtr " historical"te 'hem:tf^^f x:;"'.  '""usiry - university

collaboration. As one reflects over

these details, the picture that emerges
makes one thing crystal clear, namely,
that in spite of the firm policy decisions
made right in the beginning at the
highest level, and repeated reiteration
of the same, somehow the concrete

action plans towards achieving the
objective had generally been eluding
the national scene, thus depicting an
impression of some sort of a drift.
Where and how to begin seem to have
been the questions asked. Another
important observation emerging is
that somehow, when the above pattern

of industary-university collaboration
was being evolved, all the attention
was focussed only on the system of
technical education, thus giving an

impression that there was no need for
and nothing could be gained from
providing training facilities in the
professional world to the students of
science and humanities disciplines.

It is within the above described
co-ordinates of the national scene

that in 1964 as a result of the whole

- hearted commitment of its Chair
man, Shrl G. D. Birla, what had
started in 1901 as a *Pathshala' at then
an isolated desert village of Pilani,
graduated to become a deemed univer
sity, entrusted by the nation with the
task of imparting education for
tomorrow.

3. THE EARLY YEARS : 1964-1968

From the very beginning, it was

obvious that as a privately end

owed 'deemed' university, directly

receiving financial support for its

existence from a large industrial com-

lex, BITS had a special obligation to

pioneer development in the field

of industry - university collaboration

aimed at increasing the pace of

industrialisation. And towards this

goal it could not have asked for more
favourable conditions than it began

with. Firstly, and most important

ly, it had the fullest commitment of
its Chairman, and thus, as one of the

many fall-outs of this, an easy access
to the large complex of industrial
enterprises evolved by him. Secondly,
at the time of its inception itself,

through the untiring efforts of its
Chairman, BITS was fortunate to

enter into collaboration with MIT,

USA, under a Ford Foundation supp
orted project, thus making it possible
for BITS to draw upon MIT's rich
experience in evolving programmes
with similar objectives, though in its
own context. Thirdly, as a 'deemed'
university, BITS had all the autonomy
to go ahead with such educational
innovations. And finally, as described
earlier, at its highest levels the nation
had been from time to time and all
occasions reiterating its firm policy

decisions supporting the organisation
of Practice Schools and sandwich
programmes towards achieving the
above goal.

But before the Institute could

plunge into action along the above



lines, certain other details in terms of
curriculum development and examina
tion reforms needed attention. Thus
the years from 1965 to 1968 saw the
Institute diverting its major energy in
implementing reforms like consolida
ting the transition to a 'deemed'
university status from an affiliated
college structure, adoption of semester
system, introduction of features like
credit and unit system of education,
coursewise promotion and reduction
in contact hours, introduction of con
tinuous and internal evaluation
systems, establishment of the book
bank, etc.

Perhaps partly as a result of its
aforesaid preoccupation and partly
as a result of an impression of
'drift', as was evident during this
period at the national level mainly
due to the lack of any concrete plans
for action, when the Institute wanted
around this time to introduce indus
try-university collaboration, instead
of boldly opting to draw upon the
favourable surrounding conditions, It
(the Institute) merely chose, like its
sister institutions in the country, to
respond in a passive manner by intro
ducing the theme of practical training
in the engineering degree programmes.

The Institute Senate took the
above decision in October, 1965. The
decisions and actions of the Institute
Senate from now onwards, for a few
years to come, were merely an exer
cise in solving this puzzle of practical
training. Thus in February,. 1966 it
was resolved that "if a candidate
does not complete his practical train
ing satisfactorily, he may be permit
ted to appear in the final B.E. Exa
mination, but his result be withheld
tdl he completes the requirement of
the practical training." In April, 1967
It was resolved that ■Practical train
ing for a month each at the end of '3rd and 4th year courses for BE
NewSchemes^) be introduced from

the session 1967 - 68.' It
further resolved that ' "i„ ■
of the difficulties experienced ' in

(old ShIIv-t :.zr
distribution of theP-otical training 1° 7c '''''
3 practice of ^rx i • ^^^'^^Jodatetraining after the" BE
nation, coverine a « f exami-
than 50 days" And '^t'7
''hS. the Senate went
that "the training of -inV"
ond of 3rd year be abolished~^^"oneci" I y-i

New Scheme was meant for students
"deemed university" status of the Institute.

Old Scheme was for the pipeline students who were with th
the above period of transition and had joined it undeV"^^''"^®'^wing
University rules. Raiasfhar.

this exercise, reflecting a kind of a
state of confusion, went on till 1969,
when the Institute decided to go back
to its starting premises and objectives.

It is also worth noting that, dur
ing the entire period of the above
effort, the maximum extent to which
the academic community could go so
as to meet its task of strengthening
the industry-university collaboration,
was in terms of its recommendations
for creating opportunities for in-plant
summer training for faculty, inviting
industrial personnel for giving lecture
and creating facilities for faculty to
seek research problems from indus
try. It is strange that neither the
visiting professors from MIT, who
had the honour of being a party
to the conceiving of the Institute's
Master Plan (1967), nor the BITS
faculty, who had the privilege of
training under exchange programme
at MIT, could introduce ideas like
co-operative education (operative in
electrical and mechanical engineering
departments of MlT) or the Practice
School (operative in the chemical
engineering department of MIT), etc.,
in the above context.

Understandably, the above period
also witnessed a linear expansion
along the Institute growth-curve, par
ticularly in terms of the development-
oriented investments on library and
equipment facilities as well as on
faculty exchange programme, between

MIT and BITS. Needless to say, in
the process the financial commitments
of the Institute underwent a sharp
increase. An expression to these and
such other similar spiralling aspira
tions, arising out of this growth
model, was to be found in the Master
Plan of 1967, describing the pro
gramme for development of the Insti
tute.

However, during this intervening
period as described in the previous
section, the AlCTE at the national
level was making every possible effort
towards achieving a breakthrough in
industry-university collaboration. The
effort was indeed strengthened by the
recommendations of the Education
Commission (1966).

It is against the above back
ground that in November, 1968 the
Board of Governors of BITS consi
dered the problem of industry-uni
versity linkages and resolved thai the
question of introducing a course like
sandwich scheme be examined by
the Senate of the Institute.

4. THE YEARS OF INTROSPEC
TION : 1969-70

Need for Self-reliance — A Peculiar
Crisis

As an echo of the ambitions des
cribed in the Master Plan (1967), the
year 1969, in some sense began with



the recognition of a peculiar crisis of
higher education. In specific terms,
the crisis seemed to be one of match
ing the demands of the spiralling as
piration of a growing university with
the need for evolving the strategy for
securing the much needed funds to
meet the same (demands). Indeed, to
an- extent, recognition of the above
crisis was a kind of a reflection, in
the local context, of the national scene
prevalent then.

Change of Leadership

At the Institute level the change
of leadership was the single most im
portant event of 1969, when Dr. C. R
Mitra took over as the Director
of the Institute. Along with this
decision the Chairman reiterated
the Institute's mission to revolt
against all out-of-date ideas, so as
to acquire new knowledge, to realize
new dreams, and to think of a method
for being prepared to face the prob
lems of 1985.

The Call for Instrospection

Naturally this was the time for in
trospection. The need of the hour was

in terms of understanding the nature

of the issue behind the uncompleted
tasks carried over from the past and

also in terms of evolving a strategy
for the total growth of the Institute
consistent with the newly emerging re
alities of the process of development.

Thus in August, 1969 the Director
addressed a memo to the Institute fa
culty requesting them to think about
the forward plan for the Institute.
Amongst many items that were to be
considered, one related to the choice
cf a model for building the bridge
with industry.

Issues

During the months that followed,
a critical assessment of the past efforts
was undertaken with respect to the
erne of industry - university coll-

st issues were raised,udied, and answered in the process.

Iiste7beir"'
(«) Practical TeamingAn Assessment

e wiin the industry 9
'^ad not the acad^m: " so,
some sense abandn I in

'-ard^«:d!Could the content a h ?
training bl

by manlr, , improved
of training days "a^d"®
fhat as a further " '^^^ouimending
try and/or the gov
sidar payment """OM should con-
"tring the trainino"'"'""' students

'"'"8 period even before

graduation ? Could the praciical train
ing be made something more than a
mere add-on to the time spent in
classrooms ? Why was it that there
were no proposals for some kind of
practical training for students from
science and humanities streams ?
Would such opportunities for them
not improve their employment
opportunities ?

(b) Linking Research with Industrial
Problems

What was really preventing the
academiccommunity from orienting its
research efforts to solve the problems
that beset our industrial growth ?
Why was it that, in spite of the fullest
blessings from its Chairman, the BITS
academic community was not able to
exploit the easy access that it had to a
large industrial complex ?

(c) Need for Interdisciplinary Tra
ining

Co«ld the industrial problems of
the type described above be ever tack
led in isolation by a student of one
discipline without regard to an inte
grated overview of details like design,
development, fabrication, financing,
management, marketing and so on .
If not, then was the traditional appro
ach to research pursued at the univer
sity sufficient, given that the academic
community was serious about its effo
rts to establish research-based collab
oration with industry ? What kind o

professional skills and attitudes of
mind were needed if students and
faculty were to tackle industrial prob
lems of interdisciplinary nature, thus
demanding a team effort ? In such a
case then was it not implicit that no
meaningful collaboration with indus
try was feasible unless the structure
of collaboration visualised, afforded
an unusual opportunity for students of
engineering, sciences, management,
economics and languages to work in
multidisciplinary groups ?

(d) Education for Interdisciplinary
Training

For the above to be feasible,
what kind of an educational base was
needed? Could this base afford to
see education merely in terms of
codified orthodoxies of knowledge ?
If not, then what reforms in curri
culum were necessary to give an
interdisciplinary character to the edu
cation across the Institute? Just as
engineering curriculum demands stu
dent exposure to sciences and huma
nities, similarly should not the huma
nities curricula, in this systems age,
demand student exposure to engine
ering and sciences ? Should not a
similar thing be valid in the case of
sciences too ? If the industrial (pro
fessional) training component was
considered a must to train a student
as a better professional, was it not
obvious that such a component should
constitute an integral part of the



educational structure in terms of
details m the transcript as well as
duration requirements ?

(e) Structural Flexibilities

Could an interdisciplinary educa
tional structure, when evolved be

i' 3lso providedstudents wuh unusual flexibilities, so
a to help t^hem fully exploit the bene-
ts of such education ? In this con-
ex • would it also not be necesLry
to look mto the possible reforms b
the admission policy so as to ensure
that the same was in tune with the
fl-ble educational structure vifu!

(f) Need for Exatrtination Refortn
As the culture of the int.. .

system of continuous evaluation ™
ched very well u/Wk *1. .

practices of periodic
the tasks at hand as well TsT'
formance of the manpower wan,"
not obvious that the same be adon, h
towards evaluating the student pe,
formance during the industrial trL
■ng component? Asa real lif
blem solving activity demands ''Z'
sonahty traits such as decision-mak"
ing ability, skills fo, data handTability for written and oral pcZZ'
tion, initiative, ability for team-wo k"
leadership quality, ability fo,
ing deadlines, etc., would it notT
meaningful to ensure that the aval
tion method visualized for the ind"^'

trial training scheme, focussed its
attention on many of the latent attri
butes of the above type, which'nor-
uially a campus-based classroom is
not called upon to keep track of?

t  is be so, then would it not mean
hat the introduction of an industrial

training scheme must be accompa-
e  by an examination reform,
rough which the system of internal

continuous evaluation, as perfected
n campus-based classrooms was

r  er suitably strengthened so as to
a e to evaluate the professional

rsonality of the student in the sense
mentioned above ?

S) xisiing Models~A Comparison
How well did the models of co-

era ive education operated by many
he universities in USA. sandwich

programmes evolved in the UK and
in ncT irnplemented by MIT
with u"" '"dia, compareWdh each other in terms of the objec-
eHiio ?■ '"^fS'^ating the process of
developmem^" 'rdfma ' ^^usistent with the
soivin ^ industrial problem
for tbi. helpful to goWe ^^""0 it would be posfi-
sierTT'^ rigour of theoterised b/M"

( ') BItS-MIT Facuity Exchange
the choice of the model

was made, in what capacity would
the participation of foreign visiting
professors be most helpful ? Consis-
sent with the emerging answers,
what then should be the exact quali
fications of the visiting faculty ? Also,
what was the cost benefit factor if
one were to think of training some
faculty abroad with a view to acce
lerating the pace of events on the
home front ?

Financial Issues

Last but not the least, what
should be the attitude of the academic
community towards the problem of
securing the much-needed funds for
implementing the model it conceives
of ?

Emerging Directions

From what has been described
above, it follows as a natural corol
lary that when the issues were studied
threadbare, it became obvious that
the reasons for inadequacy of efforts
in terms of closer relationship bet
ween industry and university were
too deep to be taken care of through
a non-committal approach on the
part of the academic community and
by merely saying that everything
rested with industry and government.
The major issues behind the inade
quacy seemed, in fact, to con
cern the very fabric of isolated exis
tence of the university system evolved
since independence. If higher educa

tion had been aware of the need to
integrate educational processes with
those of local and national develop
ment, then it became further clear
that it (higher education) had at least
not given enough evidence of this
awareness. Unlike the mail service,
power supply, or public transport,
higher education did not seem to
have been able to integrate its teach
ing and research activities with the
process of self-generation and acce
leration of industrial development
so that breakdown in its activities
could result in a calamity. This lack of
involvement and following blindly
the examples of advanced countries
had, it seemed, made it easy to over
look the fact that over the years
universities were falling into the dis
honourable role of training centres
to help advanced countries, baby
sitters for the society and job-filters
for employers who have to face hordes
of applicants chasing the non-existent
jobs. In short, it became obvious
that if the academic community was
serious about resolving issues before
it, it must create circumstances where
by educational institutions are lin
ked with their environment and in
such a case then the curriculum must
find a formal method and time for
bringing the reality of the environ
ment into the educational process.

This then was the crisis—the crisis of
securing the much-needed finances for
sustaining and strengthening the uni-

1



versity, of developing relevant educat
ional activities where course work and
research programmes were organically
■nked With the needs of contemporary.fe and problems, of seeking cultural

transformafon, of training students toparticipate in interdisciplinary efforts,
of ensuring ■retrainability of future
atizens, of introducing flexibility in
the structure and of introducing exa
"..nation reforms consistent wifh ^h^demands of industrial problem solving
situations. Indeed, the decisions and
actions of the Institute to follow fromhere onwards, at all levels and on aU
fronts, must be seen as P. °the challenges coming its wTa's':

In November, l%9 in *•
•'onofhis previous
reference to the subsequent discussrons
across the Institute, the Director uhh
ressed another memo I-
thoughts on new academic regulado"®
to meet the demands of the ed,! ,
structure that seemed to be emasa result of the InstitutCSh'berations. Around this time the In , "
tute also issued a world-wide ad '
tisement for faculty recruitment
terms Of the tasks Of inrf-rH-
education, of building the
industry and of future
directions. '''^^^arch

Forward Plan for the Institute

A natural culmination of this ins

titute-wide debate, stirred up with the
conscious objective of evolving a strat
egy for tomorrow, was the formula
tion, in the year 1970, of a Forward
Plan for the Institute. This document
viewed education as a single entity
and accordingly, towards meeting
t e newly emerging demands of higher
education, went on to define its tho
ughts in terms of a wide range of

ject matters such as educational
exibility and innovation, interdiscipli

nary programmes, direction of re-
earch involvement, co-operative edu-

lon a bridge with industry, public
ervice, faculty development, academic

ministration, central library, infor-
centre, equipment

cent .^"^"^.^P^'^niental laboratories,
orat^ facilities, language lab-
sti.H^'^5'' museum and muscology,
onpraf- campus facilities,
etc T ^'^Pcnses, collaborations,

Forward Plan for the
to th f some 30 pages,

k  the single most
ehts o^'the thou-
annm its concept and
Devei^'^ task of InstitutionaltJevelopmcnt.

Choice of (he Mode!

Edurnf- on Co-operative
while Industry,
Instill,t details of the.
Of the T ^^^it'-rntions in termsoi the earlier desrrihpH •
ining to the Perta-.8 to the theme of industry-uni-

versity interaction, the Forward Plan
enunciated the choice of the practice
school system of education across all
its disciplines from engineering and
science to the humanities; thus firstly,
incorporating science and humanities
disciplines in the gamut of industry-
university interaction, and secondly,
rejecting the concept of unsupervised
practical training which had no direct
involvement of the faculty. Elabora
ting further in this context, the docu
ment went on to add that *the cardinal
requirement of the PS programme
consists of teacher - student teams
in residence at a (Practice) station,
where facilities for measurement,
testing, drafting boards, reference
library and lecture (seminar) hall will
be provided.' Describing its vision for
the future, the Forward Plan obser
ved that "once permanent stations of
the Institute are located in selected
industries (professional organisa
tions ), a permanent link will be crea
ted between these industries and the
Institute... This will result in an
interflow of men and ideas...(and)
out of this relationship will grow
consulting activities which in turn
would have a source of ideas, for
industrial research". And thus the die
was cast.

Reiterating the Decisions

In May, 1970 the Institute appoi
nted a Co-ordinator for Practice
School and entrusted him with the
responsibility to accelerate the plan

ning process for the implementation of
the programme. The same month, the
Institute Senate approved new acade
mic regulations which were alsO{
evolved over the previous few months
and by July 1970 Guidelines to Tea
chers were formulated towards the
successful implementation of these
regulations, thus setting the tone for
the introduction of the interdisciplin-.
ary and flexible educational structure
so necessary for the Practice School
Programme.

In the meawhile in August, 1969
the Standing Committee of UGCon.
Engineering and Technological Edu
cation strongly recommended sand
wich programmes, and in September,
1969 AICTE once again endorsed the
the general principle of the PS educa
tion. Further, as mentioned earlier,
in May, 1970 the Ministry of Educa
tion addressed communications to
universities asking them to start sand
wich schemes.

However, to cap all this, the
Chairman In his address to the faculty
during his visit to PiJani in May, 1970
again reiterated his commitment to
the theme of collaboration with indus
try by inviting faculty to come forw
ard and evolve a meaningful scheme
for interaction and in the process, if
faculty chose any of his industries to
explore research problems to work on,
offered all financial help in terms of
travel, accommodation, funds for



research, etc. In short, from all the
quarters the pressure was continuo
usly on the increase that the first
plunge be taken at the earliest.

The Plunge

It is against this background that
m November, 1970 a team of senior
faculty members under the convener-

to pla°n aettled down
Blrf Pra , "teBITS Practice School Programme
This wa, also the time when The
nstitute was deeply involved in the

'aak of recruitment effort with rTfere
issLd^eTrLr"'"""'

Education at BITS

Ptogrammes^^eTOlveVTTrnTs'®"''''
1973 onwards, in the areas of p'
ring, science and the h
deed constitute the concTer;" ""
the ideas and thoughts conceivera"!
presented in the For>.ard PlTf T"h
central theme ofthe integrated pTogra'
mmes ean be expressed in a tTo-folrt
manner, namely, (i) ,he need for u
ad-based education durine fn "
years so necessary to apprecia"tf "°I!
to react to the interdisciplinary natu
of real-life problems followed by r t
the need for specialization along w h
an opportunity for student - teg h
teams to go into the professional worM

with a view to working on real-life
problems through the Practice School.
The important features of these pro
grammes are as follows :

(') Semester system of course - wise
promotion with continuous internal
evaluation;

f"i) Admission policy to the integrated
programmes characterised by multi-
entry input points as also facility like
^mission with marginal deficiency.

1 1 the end of the year 1977 - 78, the
ns 1 ute also had been making unassi-

_  e admissions to these integrated
ogrammes. Indeed, this admission
icy while, on the one hand, helped
nstitute attract a very high quali-

y input as never before, on the other
. it helped students have greater

closer To ^^'Sposal and that too
tfllfp A - professional years to
deorp the choice of their
also ^ admission policyISO maintained a high degree of com-
to students, as the desire
alwa ^ profession of their choicealways succeeded i„ keeping them on
view of the point of
hest amn " T' hringing out the
ally it n short, education-
superiorTj^th ̂  a-^oiission policy,
"Missions thl^~ assigned ad-
the Indi normally followed in

ded to pr« . admission reform ten-
Particularly ImoT tension,

parents and thus.

as a result of the public pressure, in
1978-79 the Institute switched back
to the assigned admission policy after
having operated the unassigned admi
ssion policy successfully for seven
years since 1971 - 72;

(ill) Broad based but integrated
core education during foundation
years. The entire first year is common
across the Institute, Irrespective of
disciplines they desire to pursue, all
the students study courses such as
Concepts in Science, Engineering Gra
phics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Phy
sics, Workshop Practice, Report

Writing & Comprehension, Compu
tation Techniques, Probability & Sta

tistics, Principles of Management,

etc. Due to integrated approach to
education, redundancy in courses is
rejected. (Refer to Appendix 9 giving
the structural chart of the 5-year and
4-year integrated programmes);

(iv) There is a great deal of flexi
bility by which a student can seek
transfer from the middle of one degree
to another without having to go back
to the starting point;

(v) Structural flexibility in the pro
gramme to ensure lateral and vertical
movement of students, provision to
pursue dual degrees for students, new
horizons for late starters; and

(vi) Bold innovation of Practice
School across the three faculties

aimed at institutionalizing the efforts

to build the long needed bridge bet
ween the professional world and
academic world by establishing PS
stations (analogue of classrooms in
the universities) in the professional
world with a view to providing
student-faculty an opportunity to par

ticipate in multidisciplinary, mission-
oriented and time-bound problem

solving efforts of direct interest to
the professional world.

The Model

As described in the introductory

section, the PS theory of higher
education and research is based on
the central theme of the teacher-stu

dent participation in the environment.
It can be described as a controlled
simulation of professional life during
the educational years. Through this
method, the university student leams
how to practise in his profession even
before his graduation, through his
direct involvement at practice stations
in problem solving efforts, pre-emi
nently concerned with solving prac
tical problems, making improvements,
and serving the immediate needs of
the environment. Practice stations are
established in the professional world,
defined in terms of production and
manufacturing units; engineering
design; development and consultancy
organisations; national research labo
ratories; social science planning cells;
banks; centres for science commu
nication; science and technology

V  y ■
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museum; publishing houses; the rural
backdrop as represented through
villages, etc. along with the immediate
locale in and around the university
campus.

As a process of education, the
practice method substitutes the narra
tive approach followed within the
four walls of a classroom and the two
covers of the textbook by experience-
based cognitive process of learning
and teaching, operative in the very
way of life, thus making education
student centred and environment as
well as circumstance oriented. In view
of this the attempt in the Practice
School is not merely to further
student's knowledge in given codified
orthodoxy (as this facet of education
IS well achieved in the classrooms)
but to train him in the art of effec
tively contributing to real-life pro
blem^solving efforts of production,
of design, and ultimately of social
action. Therefore, basically practice
method aims at cultivating amongst
students appropriate attitudes and
analytical skills towards decinon
making and team spirit, responsi-
bihty of leadership, importance of
time schedule and regularity skills
of written and oral presentations,
organisational ability, etc. so neces
sary to respond to open-ended pro
fessional situations, more often than
not characterized by insufficient data
uncertainties of events and unfamilia-'
rity with the environment. Seen from

this angle, it follows that though
Practice School pursues project met
hod of education, the attempt here
is not to rediscover the past, but to
use the contemporary day to day
developmental activities of direct
interest to the professional world as
a vehicle to prepare students to par
ticipate in interdisciplinary, goal and
mission oriented, and time-bound
problem solving tasks.

Further, the PS differs in a
major and the most fundamental
sense from the engineering practical
training and sandwich schemes in
terms of Its requirement of a full-time
acuity presence at practice stations.
While on the one hand, the PS faculty
along with professional expert (s)
directly^ interested in practice assign
ments, plays the role of a consultant
to teams of PS students working on
assignments, on the other hand, it
(PS faculty) in consultation with pro
fessional experts shoulders the entire
responsibility for supervising the day
to day student performance during
their PS involvement.

Student evaluation, as would be
described in detail later, is done in
terms of personality traits demonstra
te by him during his problem solving
^nort. The letter grades, thus received
y the student during his PS courses

80 into his degree transcript. On succ-
estul completion of this requirement
tor the PS stream, the student receives

a degree in his discipline which carries
the words "with Practice School". As
can be visualised, the PS degree con
stitutes an optional stream. It is
understood that the student who opts
for PS stream carries greater acade
mic load and spends more time
than the one who attends the respec
tive conventional stream. However,
through reduction in information-
crammed subjects, proper integration
of courses and judicious use of
summer vacations, the time - slot
requirements of PS courses are so
accommodated as to make-the total
time duration of PS degree almost
comparable to that of the conventio
nal degree. Thus in every sense of the
word, the PS programme constitutes
an integral part of the model of
higher education.

attenuator

Finally, it can be seen that in the
long run the programme can act as an
effective catalyst for the participation
of the professional experts in the edu
cational activities of universities sueh
as course development, textbook
writing, development of project-orien
ted laboratory, joint research schemes,
etc.; thus providing a total set up for
integrating educational and develop
mental processes. On a more imme
diate basis, the Practice School pro
vides the professional world with an
opportunity to use the motivated and
talented student world to give impetus
to the developmental activities with
out making large long-term financial
commitments.

A conceptual and very simpli
fied representation of the model is
shown below :

'itTENUATOR

PS

station (  WHOLLY \
institution- 1

based TEACHING!
^ & RESEARCH /

academic
regulations

environment
'amplifier

amplifier

simplified Model of Higher EducaW Based on
practice School,



,  , The above model is adaptive and
self-explanatory. While amplifiers indi
cate that the essence of the academic
regulations and the details of educa
tion and research at the university
will have to be amplified in the class-
r|Ooms and at the practice stations
respectively, the attenuators suggest
that the experiences gained at the
practice stations and in the university
classrooms and laboratories must be
abstracted to improve upon the meth
ods of university education and also
the nature of university academic
regulations respectively. Further
understandably the boundary of the
environment is ill-defined.

Structure of the Practice School
Programme

rRef ''T*- P^Srarnmes(Ref. to the .ntegrated programme
now chart) leading to B. E. (Hons )
M. Sc. (Hons.), M. A. (Hons.), and
Master of Management Studies
(MMS) streams, the Practice School
programme has two components;
namely, Practice-1 (PS-I) of two
months' duration implemented dur

ing the summer following 3rd year
and Practice-II (PS-II) of months'

duration implemented during either

of the semesters of the final year. As
against this B. Pharm. (Hons.) has
only PS-II which is also normally

iniplemented in either of the
semesters of the final year. For two
year Master's programmes leading
to M. E.. M. Pharm., and M.Sc.
(Tech.), the Practice School has only
one component of 5i months, i.e.
PS-II. For these programmes the
Practice School is implemented during
the second semester of the final year.

niay be noted that the two year
Master's degree students undergo
t eir PS-II component at the same
Stations as 5-year integrated students.
mally, while PS-I Is operative for

two months every summer, PS-II is
'mplemented round the year.

PS-I Course

component of the pra-

progra^ integrated
industrial comni
Zinc and Steel
laboratories r *'°Jccts, National

Develop.
Publishing Houses "^Scncies and
nent constitutes the compo
sure to real-life sit ^^"dent expo-
-ary for subseq,e^^p"°7 "ece-

'cm solvingouiving

* From the academic year 1979-80 the Institute has introdu^^^"^—-
programmes which are structured on a normal Input of integrated
programmes consist of a perparatory year and a 4-year supg^!^
preparatory year takes care of a student who might need one The
ters for preparation for crossing over to the first year of supcrstruc*ti^^ ^ctnes-

expericnco at PS-II. During PS-I
students are first initiated and orien
ted towards professional activity. For
engineering students this means deta
iled undertanding of vast engineering
operation as well as introduction to
the theme of industrial infrastructure
and development defined in terms of
problems such as inventory, produc
tivity, management, industrial rela
tions, information system, wage
administration, etc. As to 3rd yeai
science students, PS-I aims at expo

sing them to the integrated theme of
science in terms of how science aids
man, and at the same time provides
them with an excellent opportunity to
study science in action. Further, it
creates an awareness amongst students
of the method of scientific experimen
tation and enables them to see in
operation, and study, and handle some
of the costliest scientific equipment
which a university cannot possess.
Management students are initiated
into their profession by ensuring that
PS-I requires them to study the tech
nological operations, and during the
process, exposes them to the problems
of industrial management. Economics,
students get an opportunity to observe
groups of experts in management,
economics, operations research, statis
tics, and engineering, working on
economic problems at micro as well
as macro levels. Finally, PS I provi
des 3rd year language students an
opportunity to study various facets of
modern journalism consisting of sub

editing, writing news, writing editori
als and features, etc. In other words,

the emphasis is on the application of
language. The very choice of stations
for this course tells us that they pro

vide a variety of experiences and
hence are attended by students drawn

from various streams. Indeed, the

broad - based core education, strong

in fundamentals and rich in analytical
tools, that the students receive during
their first three years provides them
with the necessary foundation
to understand properly the nature of
real-life situations. The students are
accompanied at the practice stations
by Institute facuUy who have the ove
rall responsibility for day to day edu
cational as well as evaluation details
concerning PS-I. Some of the typical
places where this component has been
implemented are Hindustan Copper
Complex, Khetri: Hindustan Zinc
Ltd., Udaipur; Fertilizer Corporation
of India Ltd., Durgapur; Sikkira Min
ing Corporation, Rangpo (Sikkim),
Assam Oil Company, Digboi; Natio
nal Physical Laboratory, Delhi; Bha-
bha Atomic Research Centre, Bom
bay; Centra! Food Technological Res
earch Institute, Mysore; Century Spg.
& Wvg. Mfg. Co. Ltd., Bombay; PTI
and UNI, Delhi, etc.

PS II Course

As indicated earlier, this com
ponent operates round the year and
is attended by students of final year



of 5-year and 4-year integrated pro
grammes along with two year Master's
programmes in batches coming every
SIX months. To achieve this, normally
all students across the Institute in the
final year programmes are broken up
into two groups—roughly about half
the number going in the first semester
and the other half in the second sem
ester. Consistent with the educational
philosophy of the Practice School
this component is implemented al
various production and manufactu-
ing units; design, development and
consulting agencies; national labora

InTland planning cells; museums; villages
etc. (Refer to the PS stalion classi'
fication reported in Appendix I'fi)"
The student education in PS-ij •
terms of his involvement in thg
blem solving efforts of direct interest
to the host organisations. The neces
sary assignments are identified by
practice faculty apriori in consulta
tion with professional experts from
the host organisations before students
arrive on the scene. Problems so
chosen are normally assigned to diffe
rent groups, each consisting of 3 to

4 students generally drawn from

different disciplines. Each group has
its own leader who has the total res

ponsibility of planning, scheduling

and implementing various stages of the

task on his hands. The professional

expert interested in a given problem
and the BITS practice faculty resident

at the practice station play the roles

of consultant and supervisor respect
ively, The groups are encouraged to
t3ke independent decisions and are
required to defend the technical cre
dibility of the work from time to time
through written as well as oral presen
tations. All along the programme an
attempt is made to emphasize the
importance of team work, the need for
leadership qualities and the need to
fulfil a time-schedule. Some of the
typical assignments that in the past
students have undertaken in PS-H
course are Design and Fabrication of

f  Breaker; Treatmento Effluents from NaOH plant; Re
organisation of Electrical Distribution
ystem, Design of Chopped - Ramp
enerators. Construction Monitoring

■  Improvement
I" ^J^icldof Lysergic Acid Deriva-
MmV Submerged Culture
for Tram ^^^^lopment of Software

Control System ba-

P^°duction and
Small Scale I a Survey for

8nofGroundWan"''""j^''' °"'-of Coal a„(j Ash'^H
Optimal Cropping
Programming Ann ^rn-a Linear
Development in Coir'""
d.t Plan for SitarmaV'^'"""= ̂ re-
Bthar; Organisational ' of
Evaluation of indo, ' ̂"^^'rueturing-
Educational Proje„. Fertilized
of Temporary Exhidit"°''"'nentation
portation in Calcutta; Ch ■ Trans-
Technology—a Novel Rural

etc.

Further, some of the PS-II assign
ments come under the broad areas of
contemporary interest like Alternate
Sources of Energy; Waste Treatment;
Effluent Treatment and Pollution; Ind
ustrial Management; Process Techno
logy, Engineering and Instrumenta
tion; Catalysis; Rural Development;
etc. which also happen to be Institute
research areas.

Typical Practice Station : A Model

An analogue of the university
classroom and laboratory set up in
the professional world is the practice
station. Each practice station is usua
lly manned by a team of teachers with
one of them acting as the Instructor-
in-charge. It is quite possible that a
given city may have more than one
practice station. In such cases a cong
lomeration of practice stations^ at a
given location is designated as 'prac
tice centre*. Consistent with the edu
cational requirements, every effort is
made to ensure at each station, centre
facilities such as office space, black
board, sitting place for students, a
small library and if necessary, instru
mentation and computational facility,
etc. In this connection it is worth men
tioning that the host organisations
have always come forward with all
the possible help they can give.

Practice School (PS) Assignments

The issue here is in terms of intr
oducing students to the real-life cul

ture which can not be simulated in
the classrooms. The practice assign
ment is a vehicle for this. Thus the
challenge of education at Practice
School is in terms of abstracting ped
agogy of teaching and evaluation
when students are engrossed in the
real life problem solving efforts. This
very Intention of capturing the flavour
of the real life culture makes it axio
matic that PS assignments must neces
sarily be those of direct interest to the
host organisations. Further, the nature
of practice assignments is multivaried.
Firstly, when faced with the culture of
'detect the problem and get it solved ,
it seems to be next to impossible for
one to classify tasks on one's hand in
terms of codified orthodoxies of know
ledge. 'Multidisciplinary' is the word
used normally to describe this situa
tion A natural corollary is that a real
life problem invariably seems to need
a team effort from students drawn
from different disciplines so as to en
sure that all the points of view have

been taken into account before arri
ving at the answer. Secondly, such
problems are mission and goal orien
ted and hence understandably are
time bound. Thirdly, a strategy for
solutions to real life problems is often
found to be a peculiar mix of attitu
des of the scientific mind, respect for
every day routine and element of ad
venture. Finally, to make things com-
plex, they are also open-ended in the
sense that one can rarely be sure that
one knows all the answers; thus intro-



ducing an element of decision-taking
in the face of insufficient data and un
certain parameters. This in turn then
provides the frame-work within which
practice assignments are selected and
■ mplemented. Further, it may be no
ted that while some of these practice
assignments may be of 'improvement'
or -design' and/or 'development' type
some others could be of continual'
type, forming part of long-terra resear-
ch and/or development projects.

Student Allotment

Consistent with the educational
requirements of PS-I, the student
allotment is done on the basis of
professional experiences available at
any given PS-I station and the student
preferences along with the informa-
tion concerning his CGPA
well as physical facilities, etc. How^
ever, this task of student allotment
acquires a new dimension and assu
mes highly challenging nature when
it comes to making allotment for
PS-II. This is so because from the
past experience it is observed that the
very nature of PS-II assignments is

such that more often than not it is

extremely difficult to specify necessary
student input in terms of details such

as CGPA or discipline alone. There

fore the following approach is ado

pted. With the help of host organi
sation and practice faculty, informa

tion is collected in terms of the type
of total integrated personality of the

student who could do the task on
hand. Simultaneously, profiles of
practice students are prepared incor
porating details available in terms
of CGPA, performance in unconven
tional courses credited, assignments -
worked on at PS I, languages known,
committee work, achievements in
terms of sports, debates, organisa
tional challenges, personal aspirations
etc. so as to summarise student capa-
ilities in a comprehensive manner,
nformation so collected is then ma-
^ ® . keeping in mind details
"  as student preferences. cons-■•a.nts of physical facilities, etc. to
"nve at the final student allotment.

method is based

erien emerging from the exp-
o no, P-^'ble and

"near" s7:r7
than wh better
"^'-nTrenoe'e:"-®^^and too va°-T'

to say who'f.hest suited for wh^
a rationale for it '

Evaluation in Ps Courses
The practip<»lion is a vehicle th™ru7 '^''"ea-

cnn meaningfully ip^ f ̂ -hich one
of student education / f methods
to bring them closer t ^^"'trntion
situations. In all p.apt; "te real fi fe
rses the concept of com ™ti-
luation is followed. eva-

^he .
®nd

each practice course students are awa
rded letter grades based on their
total performance and these grades
are incorporated in their degree
transcripts. It is in this sense
that practice school constitutes an
integral part of education at BITS.
The educational process in the pra
ctice courses seeks out and focuses
attention on many latent attributes
which do not surface in the normal
classroom situations, such as intelle
ctual ability, professional judgement
and decision-making ability, inter
disciplinary approach, skills for data
handling, ability for written and oral
presentation, initiative, ability for
team work, leadership qualities, ind
ustry, sense of responsibility, ability
to meet deadlines, etc. (Refer to clause
22 of the Academic Regulations rep
orted in Appendix 4.6). These attrib
utes are judged by the faculty throu
gh various instruments of evaluation,
namely, quiz, viva, seminars, group
discussions, project reports, daily ob
servation of student's performance,
and diary.

At the end of every PS-II course,
students are also given in the form of
a rating sheet a statement describing
qualitatively the degree to which the
above mentioned personality traits
have been demonstrated by them in
the course (Appendix 4.5).

Finally, at the end of successful
completion of Institute-based courses

as well as practice courses, a student
is awarded the PS degree in his disc
ipline.

Role of Professional Experts

In the PS programme, the conce
pts of identification of assignments,
allotment of students, guidance, stu
dent evaluation, selection of teachers
and participation by professional exp
erts are closely inspired by what is
authentic and worthy in the profess
ional world. In the process at the pr
actice stations, the student plays a
dual role both as a learner as well as
an understudy, while the PS faculty
and the professional expert, in the
roles of consultants to the student,
constitute the much-needed link bet
ween the theory and practice. In this
context, it will be worth mentioning
at this stage the demands that the PS
programme makes on the time and
energy of various officers of the host
organisations.

Indeed, as is being repeatedly
emphasised all through this case study
the entire responsibility for the day
to day details of the PS education and
evaluation lies with the Institute facu
lty who arc resident at the Practice
Station. Speaking in terms of the deta
ils of PS-I it may be mentioned that
the preparation of its educational
schedule is initiated at the Institute
itself. On reaching the practice station
the faculty discusses the same with the



officers from the host organisation
particulary, with a view to seeking
their guidance and concurrence. After
this the faculty engages the students in
various assignments and keeps the
officers informed of the overall student
progress. In the process, the faculty
may arrange group discussion between
officers, students and himself. The
officers are also invited from time to
time to participate in the seminars
given by students. At the end of the
PS-I session the practice faculty seeks
officers' critical comments on reports
submitted by students with a view to
receiving the much-needed feedback
on the student work.

As regards PS-II operation, offi
cers from the host organisation come
into picture mainly on two occasions
in the span of about 5^ months; firstly
when the practice faculty is preparing
the problem bank for the next batch
of students and secondly, when the
students defend the technical credibi
lity of the reports prepared by them.
In the first case, the officers or the
professional experts from the host
organisations need to supply the pra
ctice faculty with details of the vari

ous problems that the officers have in

mind and on which they desire prac
tice students to work. Simultaneously,

they are also required to give their

visualisation of the type of student

input needed to work on each assign
ment suggested by them. Once this
information is supplied, the PS faculty

and Pilani-bascd Practice School
Division work out all the other deta
ils, including those concerning student
allotment. After students' arrival at
the practice station the practice facu
lty remains at the helm of the activi
ties involving details like information
about student groups, assigning of
projects, holding of seminars, group-
discussions, etc. Whenever seminars
and group discussions are held, the
practice faculty certainly tries to se
cure the presence of the officers, but

cir participation, though desirable,
s optional. Further, when the assign-
ents are in progress, the role sought
om t e officers or professional expe-

to that of a constii-
ant and normally students are encou-

rii ^ professional expertsjhroug practice faculty, thus ensur-
do nit ,"i " ''"<1
ntcd. The sei

=>=tivity comes
course. At th- "■'c end of the

to requ'iVstfdthe technical credibiiity"^^ th
before as lame a . 'bejr workas possible. This indieu
brain-storming session wh-'u®forces detailed discussio °°tmaiiy
aspects of the probi ^tirious
resulting in resoivin„ '""ariabiy
involved. From here o„ issues
dents and faculty carry o"'^" ''®ain stu-
ties as per their practice s\"'^''' 'ttttivi-
ule and the entire process',

'^Peated

Thus every effort is made to en
sure that professional experts are not
required to worry about routine deta
ils concerning the educational as well
as administrative organisation of the
PS programme.

Some Historical Aspects

The model described above refle
cts the present situation. It differs
slightly from the one that was initially
conceived and implemented between
1973 and 1975. The difference was
that then the PS programme for the
5-year integrated engineering student,
leading to B. E. (Hons.) degree with
Practice School had in all three com
ponents instead of two as explained
above. The third component, designa
ted as"Design Practice', followed the
PS-II and was implemented for two
months in the summer immediately
following the fi fth year. When the
feedback from students, teachers as
well as host organisations was sought
after operating Design Practice for
consecutive summers during 1974 an
1975, it was gathered that the two
month duration for the design type PS
involvement was rather inadequate.
Further, this component was also felt
to be operationally inconvenient as
the student's mind by this time was
invariably found set on a search for
employment. It was against this back
ground that in January, 1976 the
Institute Senate proposed that some
of the stations under PS-H itself

would be a conglomerate of engineer
ing design, development and consulta
ncy fi rms, and thus it was decided to
do away with the separate two-month
requirment of the design practice.
(Ref. to Item 37.11 of the 37th meeting
of the Senate held on 20.1.1976).

The PS model described above is
the result of planning that the Coordi
nator, Practice School with his collea
gues initiated in November, 1970.

6. THE PLANNING PROCESS :
1971-72

The most important and also the
immediate issue, to which this plan
ning gi'oup addressed itself right at
the outset, was concerned with the
choice, to begin with, of the round-
the-year PS-II stations. At this stage
it was noted that the phasing of the
introduction of the 5-ycar (4-year)
integrated programmes was so emer-
cing that the students from engineer-
Tng disciplines were becoming availa
ble fi rst to undergo the PS program
me, while students from sciences and
humanities were getting ready for the
same at a later point of time. There
fore, perhaps as a natural extrapola
tion of past practices in terms of the
choice of industrial training centres
for engineering students, this initial
search for the PS-II stations revolved
around large production and manu
facturing units which, consistent with
the philosophy of the PS system of



education, were characterised by the
interdisciplinary base of the problem
solving activities.

Around the same time, as a fol-
ow-up of the Chairman's May, 1970
offer (during his Pilani visit) to the
Institute students and faculty that PS
could collaborate with anyofhisind-
nstry he management of the Hindu
stan A ummium Corporation Ltd. (Hi-
ndalco), situated at Renukoot in the
district Mirzapur of U.P. State, came
orward with a proposal to start whh
the round-the-year practice school

Station and offered all the

H^'d'r' h' oompTex"Hmdalco has a unique position in the
sense that all the stages of the alum
mum production and mam r
namely the alumina plam,
ction plant and the fabrication p am
are located at one place. Further th
power generation units at Rihand'and
Renusagar are also located inclose
proximity from the plant which is ea
sily approachable, thus making Hin-
dalco an ideal locale for implementing
the practice school type of education.

It is against this background that
in January, 1971 the planning group
converged on the choice ofHindalco

as the first round - the - year PS-II

station.

Once this decision was taken it

looked clear that the next step was to

start operating the PS programme at

Hindalco without any further delay
of any sort, particularly in view of
the fullest backing of the Chair
man and the total agreement
between the managements of the
Institute and Hindalco. However, be
ing conscious of the fact that this ent
ire effort towards collaboration was
essentially the task of bridging the
gap between two cultures, the Insti
tute opted to move cautiously by first
attempting to reach, before students
arrived on the scene, fullest professio
nal rapport between the senior as well
as junior colleagues from both the
organisations. Thus in February, 1971

planning group identified a team
SIX faculty members, drawn from

A fferent disciplines of chemical, ele-
enoin ^'sctronics and mechanical
HinH^^*^'"^' summer stay atH-daIco during ,971. concrete
sed that dt group propo-
above me summer stay the

•undertakenamely, fjx ^ i^ollowing four tasks,
of the nature

establish"tr''^'^' problems,rapport with the • . needed
(ni) to prepare the experts,
ofPS-n assignments f
P^^otice station an7?' Hindalco
schemes for campu^^'^) identify

research.Ihis was foijQ
Hindalco in March, by a visit to
ctor, the Co-ordinato, <he Dire-
col and their senior Sch-

dur-

ing which extensive managerial, tech
nical and educational discussions
were held with the entire cross-section
of the Hindalco officers, seeking their
views, suggestion, and concurrence
on the planning as well as operational
details visualised. U is with this
preparation that the team of six
faculty members spent two months
of the summer of 1971 between May
and July, applying themselves to the
above mentioned well-defined tasks.
It may be noted that as a symbol of
its commitment to the educational
theme, the management of Hindalco
viewed this team as its consultant and
accordingly offered the team appro
priate professional honorarium.

Simultaneously, at the other end,
in response to the Ministry of Educa
tion's request of May, 1970 and
consistent with the directions enume
rated in the Institute's Forward Plan,
the Co-ordinator, Practice School m
May, 1971 made a proposal to the
Ministry of Education on the subject
of Co-operative Education. The prop
osal visualised the PS programme, on
an optional basis, for the first integra
ted degrees as also for the two-year ma
ster's degrees across the entire cross
section of the engineering, sciences an
humanities disciplines at the Institute.
Understandably the PS at B.E. lei^el
was proposed in lieu of the sandwic
scheme which some of the other instit
utions in the country were contempla
ting. To begin with, at the B.B. level.

the proposal suggested a maximum
controlled student intake of 50 from
all the engineering disciplines.

Simultaneously, the work was also

in progress at the Institute in terms of
the designing of the overall flexible
structure for the 5-year (4-year) inte
grated programmes with the Practice
School. It was in July, 1971 that the
Senate approved the emerging new
academic structure that moved towa

rds the broad-based foundation educa
tion which included in it the PS compo
nent. During the same month, as desi
red by the Ministry of Education, the
Institute sent a copy of the proposal
on the Co-operative Education to the
Assistant Educational Adviser at the
Northern Regional Office (N.R.O.) in
Kanpur for his favourable considera-

And it was around this time that
the planning group got reinforced by
the arrival at the Institute of Dr. Sam
Fleming, the then Director of the
Chemical Engineering Practice School,
MIT, USA, in the capacity of a Visi
ting Professor.

In October, 1971 the six faculty
members who visited Hindalco in the
summer were entrusted with the task
of preparing a comprehensive version
of the PS-TI problem bank at Hindalco
so as to cover a period of at least 2 to
3 years of problem solving efforts,
once the Hindalco PS station began



to function. In this context, for each
PS-II assignment it was expected that
the team would provide the follo
wing details ;

(i ) Title of the practice school
assignment along with the
name and discipline of the
principal faculty investigator;

(ii) Abstract (one brief paragraph);
(iii) Objective of the proposed

work;

(iv) Practical implications (Descri
ption of the practical need for
a broad research problem);

(v) Method of attack:
(a) Brief summary of pertin

ent literature,

(b) Principal theoretical and
experimental methods to
be used,

(c) Manpower and equipment
required,

(d) Time required,

(e) Budget,
■>1 ■

(f) Schedule for interim repo
rts to be submitted during
the semester; and

(vi) Name of the professional ex
pert interested in the PS
assignment.

Further, the planning group
entrusted the team also with follo
wing additional tasks :

(1) Detailed PS planning at

first integrated as also two-year
master's degree levels,

(ii) Identification of PS fa
culty,

(iii) Designing PS syllabus in
terms of goafs, methods of prob
lem solving, nature of student
assignments, breakdown of timing
in terms of the number of weeks
to be devoted to each activity, etc.
with the objective of being speci
fic in terms of details like plant
familiarization activity, report wri
ting, oral presentation and so on,

(iv) Identification of any spe
cial preparation that students may
need at the Institute end so as to

e able to successfully participate
•n PS assignments,

(v) Identification of infrastru-

c  space, equipment, servi-
studentTand fo''faculty housing,

P^ogramme^ofcourr
PS students

-^suggestions on
Hon of basic an ^'stnbu-fessional cou;4

P"annin. rl«ng of the PS sch dovetai-
ous programmes. ^ vari-
While the pilot

working out the abovn busy
details, in

November, 1971 the visiting PS expert,
theCo-ordinator, BITS Practice School
and a senior member of the planning
group held discussions with the Hinda-
Ico officers seeking feedback on their
interaction with the six BITS faculty
members.

In the meanwhile there had been
a continuous interaction between the
Ministry of Education and the Insti
tute with regard to certain clarifica
tions on the proposal in terms of the
programme structure, examination de
tails, items of expenditure pertaining
to laboratory equipment, books and
journals, drawing equipment, man
power requirements, etc. The necessa
ry explanations were promptly given.

In some sense the details such as
the above might seem to be a minor
query but when abstracted, it seems
that much of such communication
gaps could primarly have been due to
the following four reasons:

(i) Firstly, while the AICTE, as a
custodian of the technical education,
had seen the need for profession
al traning in engineering disciplines,
appatrently no such thought was given
by any responsible body in terms of
the needs of the science and humani
ties education, and thus the propo
sal had constituted a bold departure
ficm the traditional meaning offfie
word 'profession' by also bringing
under this umbrella, in addition to

egineering, the disciplines of sciences,
magement, economics and languages.

(ii) Secondly, unlike the sandwich
scheme operative in U. K., which the
Ministry of Education had uppermost
in mind, the PS system of education
demanded a full time presence of the
university faculty at the station, there
by meaning an extension of the entire
rigour of the university culture into
the professional world, and thus requ
iring infrasti uctural facilities in terms
of books and journals, equipment,
furniture, personnel expenses, etc. for
which the Ministry had not planned.

(iii) Thirdly, it basically being an
attempt to provide the much needed
educational opportunity to students
to acquire the necessary attitudes of
mind and methods, techniques and
skills to participate as contributors
in the interdisciplinary, goal and
mission oriented and time-bound real
life problem solving efforts, the PS
model qualitatively differed from that
of the sandwich scheme, which essen
tially in terms of its educational orga
nisation itself only aimed at train
ing students further in the monochro
matic skills from the codified ortho
doxy of their discipline pursued by
them in the university classroom.

(iv) Finally, by cutting across the
entire cross-section of the universiiy
disciplines, the PS system of educa
tion conceived by BITS was emer
ging into something deeper and wider



academically, and bigger, dimension-
ally, than even the PS model per
fected since World War I by the
chemical engineeing department of
MIT, USA, to which, it so happened,
that the AICTE had referred right
since 1958, whenever it reiterated its
decision to start practice schools.

It was in December, 1971 that the
N. R. O., Kanpur of the Ministry of
Education sent its approval to the
Institute to start the PS at B. E. level,
sanctioning money for the same
from the IV Plan for the maxi
mum intake of 5o students;
while m February, 1972 Prof. D. S
Kothari, the then Chairman of UGC
conveyed to the Institute the Commit
ssion's acceptance of the PS progra
mme at the postgraduate level. In
April, 1972 this was followed by a
communication from the Ministry of
Education intimating to the Tnstitut-^
the acceptance by the Board of Post
graduate Engineering Studies and
the UGC of the PS at the postgradu-
ate level across the engineering, seien-
ce and humanities disciplines. Later

■n UGC also commu-nicated allocation of funds for Po
from the IV Plan resources meant
for the Institute.

As the above details were gettin.
sorted out, in February, 1972 b
pilot team completed the'tasks ent^ ^
sted to it by the planning group a'nd
thus the problem bank for the Hinda

Ico PS station saw the light of the day.
With this data base ready, in March,
1972 Prof. Edward Vivian, the then
Visiting PS expert from the Chemical
Engineering Department, MIT, USA,
the Director and the Co-ordinator,
Practice School, visited Hindalco to
have detailed discussions with the ma
nagement and the engineers in terms of
the overall, but now more structured
educational and operational require
ments of the programme. In June,
1972 a decision was taken to appoint
the Co-ordinator for the Hindalco PS
station. Further, in the same month a
meeting was arranged at Renukoot
between the Co-ordinator, Practice
chool, the faculty designate Co-ordi-

nator, Hindalco practice station and
the management of Hindalco to work
out the day-to-day programme details
m terms of the number of students,
acuity and ofhce staff to be accommo-
ated, student and staff staying arran

gements, ofbce space , and furniture
requirements, and space needs for
library, laboratory and conference,
etc. It was decided that keeping in
^lew the operational conveniences, it
Would be helpful to begin with a small
number of students, namely 12.

In Juiy^ 1972 the Senate appro
ved the transitory provisions for the
then existing pipeline B. E. and M. E.
students to be accommodated into the
the PS stream. With this, the Institute
was now more or less ready to start
the PS programme from the tipv. 1I'cxr Sem

ester, beginning with a batch from the
M. E. stream to be followed by a
group of pipeline B. E. students in
June, 1973.

Following the Senate decision the
Co-ordinator, Practice School invited
the then pipeline M. E. students to
apply for the P S programme to be im
plemented between December, 1972
and June, 1973. The selection interviews
were held in the third week of July
itself. In August, 1972 the Co-ordinat
or, Practice School, initiated discus
sions with the management of the
Hindustan Copper Limited (HCL),
Khetri in connection with the arra-
gements for the PS-I training of the
regular batches of students that were
to follow from the summer of 1973
onwards. This was followed by the
initiation of the task of identifying the
PS-II faculty for Hindalco. In Nove
mber, 1972 the Co-ordinator, Hind
alco PS station was appointed and,
inclusive of him, at this stage a team
of four faculty members was finalised
to man the Hindalco PS station.
This team consisted of one faculty
member each from the disciplines of
Chemical and Electrical and Electr
onics Engineering and two from the
discipline of Mechanical Engineering.
Two out of these four faculty memb
ers were drawn from the pilot team.
In the same month, decisions were
also taken with regard to :

(a) operation of PS-II station

accounts,

(b) PS-II student registration.
(c) PS guidelines to students and

staff,
(d) recreational facilities to stu

dents and staff,

(e) student board arrangements
and the manpower assistan
ce required for same.

Finally, in December, 1972, details
were worked out in terms of the utens
ils and crockery needs of the students
and staff as also decisions were taken
with regard to the disbursement of
scholarships at the PS-II station and
with this the entire educational appara
tus got set to launch the Hindalco
PS-II station from the coming semest
er, which was to begin on 26th Decem-
er, 1972. Characteristic of the above
planning methodology, it was around
this time only that the Institute at the
Pilani end got simultaneously busy
with the task of filling in the course
details for the 5-year (4-year) integr
ated programmes with Practice School.

This was the planning process
then stretching over almost 2i years
since the appointment of the Co-ordi-
nator. Practice School and 2 years
since the appointment of the planning
group. As is obvious from the above
description, this planning process,
true to the approach to the innova
tion indicated in the Forward Plan of
1970, pervaded all the aspects of the



educational administration and, at
every stage of decision making, invol
ved the teachers and the professional
experts who were to implement the
programme. Guided by the desire to
succeed and even more perhaps being
conscious of the fact that the task of
bringing together the 'two cultures' is
rather a fundamental one, the pro
cess was meticulously planned, leaving
nothing to chance. Very often these eff
orts got transformed into the drudgery
of day-io-day life. To a casual onloo
ker as also to an impatient minditeven
sometimes gave the impression of
a deliberate delay. It needed precision,
intelligence, patience, perspective and
motivation. Indeed all these Were the
different facets of the same totality.

7. THE ZERO HOUR : 1973

Practice School U (PS-II)

BITS implemented its first practice
school course, stretching a little bey
ond 5h month at the Hindaico Ps
station from 26 December, 1972 to
21 June, 1973. A group of 10 ME
students consisting of 4 chemical, 3
electrical and electronics and 3 mecha

nical engineers attended this PS-II

course. The assignments on which

these 10 students worked during the

PS training were identified by the PS

planning team as early as February,

1972. Each of the assignments selec

ted was such that, apart from fulfilling

the educational needs, it also had at

least one, if not more, professional

expert from Hindaico who had a

direct interest in the success of the
problem solving effort. The selection
of these 10 students was finalised as
early as the beginning of August, 1972.
Between 26 and 30 October, 1972
these students were given at Pilani
a sort of pre-orientation by way of
four lectures In the areas of process
metallurgy of aluminium and fabri
cation of aluminium. A team of four
acuity members, who also had an
opportunity for the fullest involve-

planning process, super-

far-! u education. These
diff "^^mbers were drawn from
omZ chemical, ele-
ensine and mechanical
this ea Pf 'he members ofhi oT the responsi-
ThITV Co-ordinaLr of
hly, he was^lso ""herstanda-
^gcofthisPS-i, coursT"""""""""

PS training, "le above'
week-long orientaf underwent a
then worked in groi^" and
dififereDt PS-lj 33^. ̂  2 to 3 on 7

tanging from'2T°'\°f dt.ra-
These assignments wer months,
of cryolite from ' (0 Recovery
of ventilation (ii) study
MCC room, (iii) m fabrication
na Plant of Hindaico "S 'hcAiumi-study of using hot flu; 1'") Feasibility
melt and holding furnai®''' ftom re
els in a homogenizing fu,„'o heat bill-

of the rotary kiln, (vi) Study of the
heat transfer on properzi and (vii) Stu
dy of soaking pits.

The registration for the above co
urse was done at the Institute* on 26
December. 1972. The students repor
ted at Hindaico PS station on 29 Dece
mber, 1972. Meanwhile at the station
a meeting was held on 27 December,
1972 between the PS faculty team and
the Hindaico Co-ordinator for the PS
programme and his colleagues. During
this meeting last minute touches, whe
rever necessary, were given to the pro

blem statements and it was also deci

ded as to what would be the team of

students, PS faculty and professional
expert(s) for each of the assignments.

' D

Shri S. S. Kothari, the President

of Hindaico, formally inaugurated the
Hindaico PS station on 1 January,

1973. This PS-II station has now its
own office space which covers the floor-

area of 54ft X 51ft. The 12 study tables
accounting for the maximum proposed
student intake are accommodated in a
spacious 36ft X 51ft hall which forms
an integral part of this office building.
For the maximum number of 4 faculty
members, this office building has 2
staff rooms, each of dimension 18fc. x
12^ ft. In addition to the staff room
there is a library-cum-seminar room

covering an area of 18ftx25^ft. This
room is equipped with a large size
blackboard as also enough cupboard
space for keeping books. Right on
its starting date this PS-II station was
equipped with about 120 books loaned
by the Central Library of the Institute
and a modest set of 6 instruments, na

mely, honeywell potentiometer, pitet
tube, thermocouple wire, velometer,

inclined tube manometer and orset

apparatus. Such library and test equi
pment facilities are to be taken merely
as an add-on to what facilities the
plant alreadyhas and to which the stu
dents and faculty have full access.
Further, this office is fully furnished
with adequate furniture for the stude
nts and faculty.

It maybe mentioned here that the
very theme of the PS system of educa
tion demands that while fulfilling their
individual educational commitments,
students and faculty adhere to the dis
cipline of the host organisation. Nor
mal working hours at Hindaico PS
station correspond to the general shift
timings, but depending on the require
ments in a specific problem solving
situation, students must put in addi
tional hours, if necessary. As regards
residential facilities, students and facu
lty are accommodated in furnished
houses located in the plant township.

^  ̂ Z wn abandoned aud today all students, about♦ However this nractice has since been aoa uHowever, inispiaui . ̂ ^ -e rest^ective PS-II stations. There are as
,200 at a time, directly register at the respective ro
many as 25 PS stations across the length and breadth of country.



The office and the accommodation fa-
cilities have been given by the host-
rganisation (Hmdalco) free of charge

Students and faculty also have either
free or subsidised access to various
other mfrastructural facilities such as
children s education, recreaiinn
-dicine.etc.thata;een;™'r^^Staff Of the industrial unit rl V
Will be worth ntentioninT ;thl !t?'that for all practical purposes he
;~of HiudalL g": t" s
faculty the full status - professioLu
as well as socially - that is due to its
senior officers.

first batch of PS s'tudents arrived'a!
Hmdalco on 29 December. 1972,

As indicated earlier, the first assi
gnment on which the students workln
was aimed at familiarizing them withthe Plant. This was carried out in the
first week in two parts: (i) the first part
concerned the general study of the
plant and (ii) the second part dealt
with intensive study in assigned areas.
Towards this the students worked in
groups. The students were encouraged
to exchange ideas during their studies
of the specific areas. Specifically, this
orientation was done so as to achieve
the following:

(a) to give the students an under
standing of the functions of various

subsystems and the processes carried

out in them.

(b)to impart to them skill in terms
o  the tracing of various flow lines
pertaining to material, steam, water,
Sas and fuel circuits and so on,

(c) to enable them to identify the
ntro] equipment used and also the

intended to control, and

rious students locate va-
mininp points for deter-
sumption^h
of this the end
nts submitted stude-
^eminars which
January, 1973 oonducted on 8

before, stude^ntX^f^^
their Ps-Ii nr ut ^ere assigned
a leader who h team had
bility for piannT responsi-

and defenrf- ™Pl=-
° the solution tk^ team's steps
complete their were to
r' '=P°rts on final pro-
nssignment. by 26 m P^ase of
were to defend ^ 197. ,

which th,»a, .. . assiR„_ ® given
next ^ere to r^.-h.

which they were°L^'^isnme„t/'7"
reports by the first w '"'"Plete th
-fi defend them' of
of June, 1973 '^'3
was also expecLd t'""" to rh""'
these phases of the Jf'
efforts students would sqi

''^icaliy

giviug seminars and reporting their
interim progress. Such was the emph
asis on the educational discipline.

The faculty team continuously
evaluated students through components
such as group discussions, seminars
and interim and final project reports.

The format of the evaluation scheme
used then is given in the Appendix
4, 3. After each round of the assess
ment the students were given feedback
on their performance with suggestions
as to how the same could be impro
ved. On the average such an interac
tion took place almost twice every
month. In the end the students were

awarded letter grades based on the
details of the above described interim

evaluations.

It will, however, be wrong to

suggest that right in the first attempt
itself ail the above educational opera

tions were getting implemented in an
ideal manner. In concrete terms, first

ly, more often than not and in spite
of the best efforts of the faculty, there
was in many a problem solving and
evaluation situation a visible lack of
proper scheduling. Secondly, though
there was a continuous profe.ssional
dialogue between students, PS faculty
and professional experts, it took quite
some time to establish the practice
of formal presentation by students
where all these three groups came

together for free and frank professio-
nal discussions. Thirdly, at the early

stages of the problem solving efforts,
it was also a little difficult for all con

cerned to fully appreciate the educa
tional advantage of more frequent
oral presentations by students. Four
thly, in spite of the total agreement
concerning its need, the student-facu
lty team, when it came to implemen
tation, suddenly found itself wanting
in terms of planning and scheduling
steps leading to the final project re
port preparation. Fifthly, in many a
situation faculty seemed to display a
tendency to define narrow boundaries
of educational and organisational
responsibilities for themselves. How
ever, during the entire period of this
PS-II course, the maximum difficulty
that the PS faculty team seemed to
have faced concerned the area of stu
dent evaluation. To be specific, for
quite some time, whenever the team
sat down to evaluate the student per
sonality traits such as professional
ability, initiative, leadership, sense of
responsibility, etc., the team found it
extremely difficult to agree upon the
norms for the same and thus in the
process it presented before an intere
sted outsider such as students an image
of non-homogeneity and conceptual
drift.

Seen against the educational tota
lity, the type of issues as the ones
listed above essentially relate to the
new professional challenges that the
PS system of education puts before
the teachers. While at PS stations, the



student plays a dual role, both as a
learner and an understudy or
some kind of a junior manager, the
teacher acts as the most important
link between theory and practice. In
the process the PS faculty has the task
of evolving teaching and evaluation
techniques which are 'performance'
based in the sense they facilitate, aga
inst the concept of the delivery sche
dule the periodic assessment of the
problem-solving tasks at hand as
well as of the multi-objective contri
bution towards the same by the indi
vidual members of the student team■This 'project- oriented approach to
the teaching and learning processes is
certainly a major departure from the
usual university classroom norms.

With the passage of time, backed
up by the continuous guidance and
help from the Pllani-based planning
group (this even meant the group's
participation in the activities like sem
inar, etc.), the Hindalco team did re
solve all such issues bringing the ship,
so to say, on an even keel. Once these
teething problems were over, the course
was set free. Here it must be mention
ed that during this period the PS pro
gramme was once again very fortu
nate to have the able and timely ser
vices of Dr. Sam Fleming who was
then with the Institute on his second
assignment.

In May, 1973 the Hindalco team
initiated the-task of standardisation

of the formats for data recording and
calculation sheets to be used by the
students. Around this time, keeping
in mind the needs for the future,
effort was also undertaken to further
strengthen the equipment facilities at
the station. A little earlier, i. e. in
April, 1973 preparations were initia
ted at the Institute for the second PS-

jLf m,"*" """"ow from 26.  .. ' ^ December, 1973. As
gtoup was to

seek^ nl Pipeline B.E. students
the 12^ ^tream. The selection of
help of ^help, of .,tcrv.ews which aimed at tes-

(ii) enuin! '"'"'.'''P and initiative,
and common -

thinking '"d-Puudent

"P-tionalon^ tthgroup Work personality

The Hindalco pc .
function

course on 21 June 107^ tgely attended get-top tu ^
^ajcessful beginnm®;','""' ">-tk the7"t>nal endeavour o ^ ^du-
students, four ofthe host organizatiou uf' by
ers got employed at oth? oth-

ost organisation fou^^ ' Places. The
reduce the students' feasible to
programme aiming trainingmductton by the peri„^^='5 cultura!
'"«• "fPStraiu.

The next batch consisting of 12
B.E. students drawn from disciplines
of chemical, electrical & electronics,
mechanical and civil engineering, star
ted their PS-II training from 26 June,
1973 onwards. During their PS-lI cou
rse these students worked on four diff
erent phases of problem-solving exer
cises. The fi rst phase was devoted to
the familiarization task and each of
the remaining three phases consisted
of a number of PS-II assignments con
sisted with the student background.
Once again a team of 4 PS faculty
supervised and graded their work. The
format of the evaluation scheme then
adapted was the same as the one follo
wed during the previous session. How
ever, with experience gained over the
years the scheme has undergone chang
es. Thisformat is shown in Appendix-4.
Coming to the Institute end, the selec
tion of the next batch of 12 students
was finalised towards the end of July,
1973. This batch consisted of all M.
E.* students and underwent its PS-II
course from 26 December, 1973 to 15
June, 1974. Keeping in mind the expa
nding horizon of the PS education
following the adoption of the 5-year

(4-year) integrated structure, during
this session, the PS programme stret
ched its physical facilities to make
room for as many as 8 faculty mem
bers so as to meet the need for a lar
ger faculty number trained in the me
thods and techniques of the PS system
of education. With the passing of time
it was becoming clear that all this
meant new challenges and it was the
refore necessary to define and assign
specific responsibilities. In other wo
rds, this was the time when the preli
minary planning steps were - more
or less complete and the educati
onal project had entered into the
production stage. It is against this
scenario that around April, 1974 the
Institute designated one of its faculty
members, who was a member of the
PS planning group, a member of the
Hindalco pilot team and also a mem
ber of the Hindalco PS faculty team
between January, 1973 and July, 1973
as an Incharge, Practice School Pro
gramme with the total responsibility
for implementation and development
of the Practice School system of edu
cation across its disciplines.

And, thus, the ball was set rolling.

At this stage it is worth mentioning that this rigid classification of BE students
in one semester and ME students in the other was purely circumstantial so as
to take care of transitory as also operational needs. In reality the PS structure,
that the Institute has perfected over the years has, consistent with its >nterdisci-
plinary educational theme, the much needed flexibility to accommodate studentof all disciplines and of the first integrated as also of the two year master s
degree levels in either of the regular semesters during any academic year.



The first PS-I course was imple-

uly, 1973 at Hindustan Copper Li-

^uthof pT' ^ver 32 milesouthof Piiam. In all 15 third year

rsTwrr®h was supervised by 4 faculty
sr'r-'
catio^l r ''"dent edu-
(i) stud °"dly conducted through
sien assignments, (ii) de-

«»" r ™
necessfry Such'It^d

,  "rf" ""d^"' performance was gra-through evaluation of project
eports, d,ary, oral presentations paf
ticpation in discussions, personality
characteristics, quizzes and short re
ports. Study - oriented assignments
were assessed on group bans, while
design and in-plant exposure type
assignments were evaluated on indivi
dual basis. Further, every student was
required to keep a diary which con
sisted of day-to-day professional
observations and during discussion
the effectiveness of the diary was jud
ged. The students undertook the abo

ve assignments in groups and each

group had a leader. During oral pre
sentations the work of the entire

group was evaluated. Further, each

student s participation in his own gro
up s work as also in the activities of
the other groups was also assessed.
The personality characteristics graded
were leadership; sense of responsibi
lity, co-operation, initiative, and regu-
l^ity. Finally, during the length of the
u ove course2 quizzes were given and
students were required to write short
eports based on the visits or the gap

conf'^^^ assessment was on
end finally, at the
award H r the students were

scheme has alirr''"^' evaluation
as to n-i f further improved

uniform

^--tis gZnin Appendix 4.1.

PracticrScl^^^i^'^^' Co-ordi-®arly as Ausuct initiated as
for the

1973. '1 sum-
f°llowcd by fu,,; " 1973, was

With Dr Z "='"'1=1 discuss!-
"r =" ">e Ins U who

opt for the PS ®E «udei„, '"j
the pipeline stuHo .. udeed
the first batch of ^as to 'be

this first attempt LZ''
114 students coosti,uti„3 a? "'""y a
of the then 3rd yej "'"tost ss^'

'"«"^ering

students opted for the PS programme.
On the basis of merit, 39 were chosen
for further interviews. Finally, 15 stud
ents were selected on the basis of their
performance in the interviews and their
CGPA.

Design Practice that Merged with
PS-II

As mentioned earlier, the PS str
ucture implemented during years 1973
to 1975 differed slightly from the pre.c-
ent one, in the sense that till 1975 the
PS for first integrated engineering de
gree had three components instead of
two as is the case presently. These

three components were PS-1, PS-II and
Design Practice. For the engineering
stream, the proposal on Co-operative
Education had described these PS-I

and PS-IT courses as Industrial Train

ing and Engineering Practice respectiv
ely. Duration wise the Design Practice
component came at the end of the V
Year and was implemented during the

summer terms.

The batch of 12 V year BE stu

dents, who attended their PS-II at
Hindalco from June to December 1973,
was the first to attend the Design
Practice component in the summer of
1974. This course was hosted at Engi
neers India Ltd., Delhi and a team of
two faculty members supervised this
course. In the summer of 1975, this
course was implemented at EIL, Delhi
and other design organisations such as

Development Consultants Pvt. Ltd.,
M.N. Dastur & Co. (Pvt.) Ltd., Gene
ral Electric Company, Bridge & Roof
Co. Ltd. (all at Calcutta), M.M. Suri
& Associates, Industrial Consulting Bu
reau, Projects Division of Indian Oil
Corporation, Engineering Projects In
dia Ltd., National Small Industries
Corporation (all afDelhi), etc. In all
36 students attended this course which

was graded by four faculty members.

However, when the feedback from
the running of the Design Practice
Course, as obtained from all quarters
was analysed, it was realized that
for a proper exposure to the method
ology of engineering design a longer
training duration was called for. Thus
in January, 1976 the Senate suggested
that from the view point of educatio
nal organization this component be
merged with PS-II by requiring that
some of the round-the-year stations
could themselves be design stations
and thus this separate two-month
Design Practice component was done
away with and the present PS struc
ture for engineering stream was ado
pted.

8. PROOF OF THE PUDDING

The 1973 statistics, showing that
right at the first chance itself as many
as 114 of the then eligible number
of 210 students competed for a mea
gre quota of 15 PS-I seats, was a
sufficient indication to the Institute to



note that it had to heavily increase
in the shortest possible time, its phy
sical facilities to accommodate a
larger number of students in the PS
programme. This in 1974 was recon-
irmed when, in response to the circu-^
ar dated April 6 inviting them to
opt for PS, almost all the 3rd year
students belonging to engineering sci
ence and humanities streams, chose
to do so; thus making the task of stu-

fhe fi ̂  of 1974 was alsothe first t,me when students of 5-year
integrated degrees -with Practice Set,
ool leading to M. Sc. (Hon^k M t
(Hons.) and Master of Manapf.»r.
Studies (MMS) at.ended'^rerpT"
thus lending more reasons as to whv
greater PS preparations had to prece
ae the summer vacation. Finally, dur-
'ng the academic year I973-74 th
pressure was understandably on the
increase from the then IV Year enai
neering students to give a larger
number from their batch an opportu
nity to attend PS.

It is against the above backgrou
nd that the Institute had initiated,
almost a year ahead of time, efforts
towards increasing the student intake

for PS. As early as July, 1973 the

Institute had got in touch with the

Gvvaiior Rayon Silk Mfg. (Wvg.) Co.

Ltd., (GRASIM), Nagda to explore
the possibility of a PS-II station with

it from June, 1974 onwards. During

the early months of 1974, the Institu

te further approached other organi
sations such as Solid State Physics
Laboratory (SSPL-a defence resea
rch laboratory of the Govt. of India)
Ahuja Radios, Defence Projects Cell
(DP Cell) of the Department of Elec
tronics (all located in Delhi) and Cen
tral Electronics Engineering Research
Institute (CEERI - CSIR laboratory
nt P'lani) with a request for similar
aci ities. It js as a result of these
'nie y efforts that from the first seme-

academic year 1974-75,
Institute was able to increase its

numh.""l'^° ^ 'hreefold the
January,'isV""''"'® ■'"8'"'
half on974" ''"■■'ns 'he fi rst
taken to were also under-
the tletails for'hat in'fgyj" 7™"- "
at the 3rd v Institute had
S'^atcd degrTe*^
management, science,
numbering 22 -^^'^^acniics, studentsthis entire' sir ^ respectively,
the PS and as opted for

a decisioVr^^^^ tvere man-
an acco-

S-nime. However t!" the Pg pro-engineenng studem^J^^ number of

intake a decs,on wa, ^''"8 thePS-II
raise the PS-I also t.i
dingly arrangemeutl and a"out with HCUKhc^ hear;;--

The selection of the requisite nu
mber of the 3rd year engineering stu
dents for the PS programme was done
in the first week of May, 1974.
The selection was based on their
CGPA and their performance in the
aptitude test and the interviews. The
aptitude test was in 'Mechanical Rea
soning'. Two experts from thc Nation-
al Council for Educational Research &
Training (NCHRT), Delhi were requ
ested to join the selection team in con
ducting the aptitude test and evolving
a more rational method of student
selection.

Simultaneously, in view of their
keen desire for the PS training and
also the incieased PS-TI intake, 21 of
the then IV Year engineering students
were selected for PS programme as
per the transitory clause approved by
the Senate. Along with the 15 enginee
ring students, who were selected for
the PS in 1973 itself, these students
underwent their PS-II course from
June 1974 to December 1974 and
their Design Practice component in
the summer of 1975. The method
of selection for these 21 additional
IV Year engineering students was exa
ctly the same as the one described
above in the case of the 3rd Year engi
neering students.neering siuuciua.

As against 15 students and 4 faculty
members as in the summer of 1973, in
all 89 third year students and 17 facu
lty members participated in the PS-I
programme, conducted from June to
August, 1974. These consisted of 36
third year engineering stream students
and 4 faculty members who attended
PS-I at HCL, K-hetri as also 22 third
year science stream students and 9 fa
culty members who attended the same
at four different research institutions,
namely, National Physical Laboratory
(NFL), All India Institute of Medical
Sciences (AIIMS), Indian Agricultural
Research Institute (lARI), (all in
Dehi) and National Institute of Ocea
nography, located in Gpa. The 26 thi
rd year management students accomp
anied by 3 faculty members attended
PS-I at 5 different industrial produc
tion units like Century Spg. & Mfg.
(Wvg.) Ltd., Indian Plastics Pvt. Ltd.
(both situated in Bombay), Chittaran-
jan Loco Works (located at Chittaran-
jan), Hind Motors and Texmaco (both
located in Calcutta), while the 5 third
year economics students accompanied
by one faculty member underwent PS-
1 course at the National Institute ofBank Management (NIBM) situ^d
In Bombav. Thus from one in 1973 the
number of PS-I stations in the sum
mer of 1974 rose to eleven.*^ eiven PS-I

* At this stage it will be good to expel the^ s"Jeam^on°y.'Indeed this situation, asstation is attended by students f purely circumstantial. Consis-refiected in the details f for that matter any
tent with the 'oterdisciplmary natu e of a given PS sta-professional unit and consistenUvit of engineering, science and huma-
tion aGcommodates students from valued flexibility of the structure,
nities, thus in turn also protecting mc



While the PS-I at HCL. Khetri
was .mplemented on more or less th"
ame lines as the one in 1973, the PS I

research project, (c) study of ma'"®
scentific equipmeut, (d) gap 7T
res', (ej student involvement ""

(»i detailed studv or» Pr°eesses.

ous concepts learnt th i

.PS-I exposure Finallv a
IforeconomicrsTut'^r'^PS-
'h-. through studytype assignments, an oonni "
to see the interplay between vaZ'
areas like statistics, operations rZa
rch. economics, engineering, informa-
lon system, etc. in terms of their a^hcabihty to the problems of economic
development.

Coming to the evaluation scheme
as this was the first time that in a
given session a particular PS course
was being conducted at different PS
stations, an effort was made to evolve

a uniform grading policy. Further, an
attempt was also made to bring this
PS-I evaluation as close to the PS-H
evaluation as possible. In specific ter-
tus, the PS-I evaluation was based

(0 quiz on the orientation/familiar
ization assignment, (ii) quiz on gap
lectures, (ilj) project evaluation, (iv)
written and oral presentation, (v) asse
ssment of the open ended project with
respect to the ideas presented, (vi) ass
essment of the diary, (vii) personality
raits, etc. A sample of this evaluation
scheme is given in Appendix 4. 2.

^his first endeavour of

scion^ across the engineering,
unio ^""lanities streams was a
-eofZrrpr
the pnv,- ®*Ploratory journey into

NIBM was "^bie
program • P'"-"cipate in a

PertarningT®
problem for a n °'"anch location
result of thi<= ^'^ar. Asa

in which^7ug'^"^'°° to the pro-
was directly int organisation
was paid an out^nr^^^^' student
ofRs.200/,p^" ̂ cket allowance

situation had A sim-
Spg. & Mfg. Century
too students werg na-?* where
out-of-pocket allovvan an

Of R,. 200/-~  Ks. 200/-
* During a PS course a few 'gap lectures' may be given
or the professional experts with the objective of introducr Ps f
concepts. ^^^dents

p.m. What struck the students most
was that this had become possible
mainly because of their strong anal
ytical background and broad-based
foundation year education, which, in
turn, had enabled them to become
ideal under-studies to the members of
the project team from the host orga
nisations.

Another outcome concerned the
details pertaining to the evaluation
scheme. When students returned from
PS-I, they had detailed discussions
amongst themselves on the evaluation
scheme. One aspect of these discuss
ions dealt with the necessity for awa
rding letter grades for an evaluation
that centres around the personality
traits such as ability for leadership,
team work, decision making, sense

of responsibility, self-expression, etc.
After an initial confusion a vast ma

jority of students, who to varying
degrees had often demonstrated these

and similar other abilities, mostly thr

ough extra - curricular activities,
came forward maintaining that
it was the first time that an educati

onal system had been able to recogn
ize the academic merit behind these
professional abilitities and therefore
the academic advantage thus avai
lable to such students must be fully
protected and preserved.

The results thus achieved clearly
show that when exposed to the envi

ronment, students themselves can
become the catalysts of change as
also the protectors of innovation.

There was yet another outcome.
One of the 3rd year students of math
ematics, who attended his PS-I at
NIG, Goa, was able to bring home
with him an interesting research prob
lem involving optimization and simu
lation studies. His perusal of the work
at the Institute resulted in a research
publication in the field of computer
simulation.

And as similar other avenues, like
the:one described earlier in terms of
PS4 atNIBM, were opening up, the
prpsure was also increasing from the
students' side to open the PS progra
mme to the entire student strength of
the Institute.

As indicated earlier, from June,
1974 to December, 1974 the PS-II
course accommodated 36 students
and Sfaculty members andinclusive of
Hindalco, and Renukoot, it was imple
mented at 6 different PS-I stations, the
names of which have been reported
earlier. Between January, 1975 and
June, 1975 the student number was
raised further to 56 as during this
session the PS programme was also
opened for the first time to students
from museum studies, intrumentation
and pharmacy. As a result the num
ber of PS-II stations rose from six to



nme, the three additions being Birla

(BITM), Calcutta, Central Scientific
Iitstruments Organisation (CSIQ)

an igarh, and Regional Research
Laboratory (RRL), Jantntu-Tal
in !hil"s"esc --'-d
PS-II stationr »

of ■^i^xpecUMonrthat wrj"
'he month of April I975 ,u' , "

:^ear students of th^ ; ♦
programmes to annlv '"^'^rated
earn once anaJn • ^ PS str-

'he same. Students from^^
and economics streams
" and 08 respectivelypast, admitted directlv to ih n
E'amme, as their numberEnable. For students from •

and science numbering ["g®'""""®
respectively opting for '""'41" was decided to undertlkrtr'"""''
etion procedure. Accord
'heend ofApril I9? ""^ards
appeared for aptitude tesh
interviews. This time in a , '
titude tests were give„ ' ""ae ap.
mathematical formulation "r"'°f
science comprehension P'^ys'cal
ical comprehension Bv tT^
ofMay, 1975 the meri
these 199 students wassed on 50% weightage for^CGp"^^^'
weightage for aptitude

and 20%

weightage for interviews. That year the
PS-I was implemented in two parts,
namely, from 16 June. 1975 to 19 July,
1975 and from 9 December, 1975 to 27
December, 1975. As the preparations
were being made to fi nalize the list
of students for engineering and science
streams, a rather interesting develop"
ment took place. Around the end of
^uy, 1975 one night the Director, De
puty Directors and the Incharge,
Practice School were pleasantly gher-
30^.d by the students demanding thut
t e PS be thrown open to the entire st
udent population from the engineering
uud science streams. The discussions
Went on for almost the entire night. As

stood, the starting date of
^ S-1 Was only two weeks away and,

onsistent with past practice, the nuin-
cr of Seats that the Institute had with

't to accommodate the engineering
u  science students were hardly 60,

lie the demand was for about 200.

^  Seeing the motivation and the dc-
®ire of the students, the Institute pro-
lUised to make every effort to meet

"^^u^und but in return asked
enU also to help it in working out

thlt driven home
difr short, the major

arranging acco-o ation and hence, if needed, stu-
ents must be prepared to stay in the

'oad-side tents. Indeed, all this was
Agreeable to students
Fu t some sensefu ■ ^ftu ^ some sense,the arranging of the Ps u_. ,
their headache. ~ become

It is against this background that
the Institute and the students moved
on a war footing for the coming two
weeks, and to the excitement of all,
the PS-1 programme, accommodating
158 students drawn from different
streams, was arranged in a nearby
township of Bhiwani, 50 miles north
east of Pilani. Specifically, at the
Bhiwani station, students did (a) PS-I
assignments built around the acti
vities of Building & Roads Depart
ment, Irrigation Department and Pu
blic Health Department, all of them
coming under the PWD, and (b) PS-I
assignments were based on the activi
ties of spinning, weaving, processing
and te^'ting and power house sections
of the Textile Institute of Technology
(TIT). In all 12 faculty members su
pervised this programme. As regards
the staying arrangements, things wor
ked out well as the hostels of TIT
became available and hence even
mess arrangement could also be made.

A difterent type of problem arose
during the second part of PS-I that
was to be implemented in December,
1975. It so happened that due to the
out of the turn location of this time
slot, as also due to certain unfore
seen problems that had crept up, cer
tain places where accommodation
was available during the summer mo
nths, could not offer the same in the
second part. This created a last minu
te need for finding new PS-I place
ments for 50 students. Once again a

desire to find the solution helped eve
ryone out. An interesting decision
was taken to integrate the NSS activi
ty at the Institute and the PS-I need
so as to implement PS-I during the
December, 1975 period in a nearby
village called Dhandhar, 5 kms. west
of Pilani. Students drawn from diffe
rent streams like management, science,
engineering and economics attended
this PS-I under the guidance of a
team of 5 faculty members. Their
work was in terms of the socio-econo
mic-cultural and technical survey of
the village, backed up by the study of
the energy flow in the village with a
view to arriving at suggestions on the
possible choices for the alternate ene
rgy usages. Some of the specific PS-I
assignments which the students under
took were social habits and work sch
edule (of the villagers), land statistics,
rural indebtedess, water requirements
and resources, effect of mixing on
production of bio-gas, design of a
honey-comb collector for solar coo
ker, working of the village co-opera
tives, etc.

The most significant aspect of
this effort was that it was the fi rst
time that it had become feasible to
give academic credits to the otherwise
.extra-curricular involvement of stu
dents in the rural environment, and
this enabled the Institute to conceive
of a rural-based PS-I station. As can
be anticipated, obviously with the
passage of time this also enabled the

luA''



nstitute to implement the theme of
he round-the-year PS-IT station in its
inimediate rnmi
mav u environment. It

"ir*
And thus from th" ■

- o";:" -
'-on oA;:
cision for heavilv •

environment t ">0
■nanner. the teaching
functions of a technological uAr"-""* '
of the dimension of BITS was ing^J
a natural corollary to the first'mod
step that was taken in January AyT
And the Institute's Forward Plan r
1970 had predicted it. ^ of

Thus in all 244 third year students
drawn from across the Institute stre
ams attended PS-I in 1974 at 14 diffe
rent stations and in all around 30
faculty members were involved in
conducting the same. J'n view of the
controlled inputs in the earlier years,
the PS-II student strength from June,
1975 to December, 1975 was only 31,
and 5 faculty members supervised
their work at 5 different stations.
Century Rayon, Kalyan was the new
PS-II station added during this sess

ion. In the following session, i.e.
January. 1976 to June, 1976 in all 75
students along with 12 faculty mem
bers attended PS-II course at 15 diff
erent stations. A notable feature per
taining to the choice of these stations
Was that during this session for the

rst time PS-II was implemented at
banking institutions like the Central

ank of India (CBI), the State Bank
oMad.a (SBI). the Union Bank of

la (UBI), the Agricultural Finance
corporation (AFC), etc. (all situated
ationf''ps, <=onglomer-
sorini stations also included
cy planning and consultan-
«ve S like the Administra-HydeSd^°":,®-f India (ASCI) at
What is intf^ Bombay,
above type ^ nf
from the fi *^''Sanisations right
sfadents asking for

and scie in enginee-from managem^^ along with those
to be able to^"^ economics solem-soivi,^g -fr ^^^®l<^rate their prob-

analyA°"^ areas of
or" fiT' devel'"'"" ■ economics

raisaircust"' P""
'-■■^^ructAaT"' a?'"'"""""as to be the°"®'"^=^ing er"T!;
'°d lo follow. "ori'ng'ho Instttute did geT!"'^ 'rom A'new opportu„itief^;^^^hed
engineering Thouoh ^ei^historical importanca!'Tt''> o^y oj

to observe that it was during this sess
ion that students of the fi rst integrated
degrees from science and humanities
streams attended their PS-II for the
fi rst time.

During the months to follow, the
number continued to grow. Thus in
the summer of 1976 in all 355 third
year students, forming 94% of those
eligible, attended PS I at 28 different
organisations located at 16 various PS
centres across the length aud breadth
of the country and in all 33 faculty
members supervised the programme.
This number in the summers of 1977
and 1978 increased to 349 and 335
respectively, and in 1979, all the 490
students attended PS-I. At this
stage it will be worth mentioning that
the summer of 1976 was also the fi rst
time when the third year students of
integrated M.A. (Hons.) programme
in English attended their PS-I course.
In all four students accompanied by
one faculty member participated in
May to July PS-I course conducted
at Hindustan Times and Press Trust
of India. The PS-I assignments were
built around the areas of news repor
ting, news editing and science jour
nalism. In the process, students indeed
worked as understudies to professio
nal journalists and some of the news
reports prepared by them were even
published by the Evening News.

Coming to the PS-II statistics,
during June, 1976 to December, 1976,
as many as 121 students attended 15

different stations supervised by a team
of 18 faculty members. During this
session, consistent with the decision
of the 37th Senate Meeting, the design
practice stations of yesterday were
merged with the PS-II stations, and
thus the Development Consultants
Pvt. Ltd. and MN Dastur & Co.,
both situated in Calcutta, from this
session onwards, became round-the-
year stations. Other new stations
added were the National Council of
Applied Economic Research (NCA-
ER) Delhi, the Energy Systems and
New Products Division (ESNP) and
■R&D Corporate Unit, both of B.H.-
E. L , situated in Delhi and Hydera
bad, respectively. This establishing
of linkage with BHEL was preceded
by the organization of a part of the
PS-I requirement at ESNP, Delhi
during December, 1975.

From June. 1977 to December,
1977 the PS-II component accommo
dated in all 151 students who atten
ded 16 stations supervised by 17 facu
lty members. Further, it was from
this session onwards that the Gwalior
Rayon, Nagda increased its physical
facilities substantially, so as to be
able henceforth to accommodate at a
time, a large group of 50 PS-II stu
dents accompanied by 5 faculty mem
bers. From January, I97B to June,
1978 the number of PS-II students,
stations, and faculty was 159, 20 and
19 respectively. It was during this
session that students of English and
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STD attended their first PS-II at Hin
dustan Times and CSIR Centre for
Studies of Science, Technology & De-
■vetQTjTOe-ciJi, WCt\ "iocaied in Delhi
During January, 1979 to June, 1979
PS-n was implemented at as many as

stations, supervised by Ig faculty

Tst^enr in all
Thus, starting in the year 1973
""'y one PS station aecommoda:

onlyI2.aecompained by four faculty■nemhers. the Institute was able to
evolve m a short span of only five
years an educational infrastructure
of industry-university collaboration-
wherethrough at present during anC
academic year, as many as 800 stu-
dents of different subjects and classes
and 60 faculty members of different
disciplines participate in this joint
educational endeavour implemented
at 60 different host organisations.
This, indeed, has been possible mai
nly due to the enthusiastic involve
ment of the students, mature contri
bution of the teachers and the whole
hearted and the spontaneous support
of the pjofessional world. Today the
impressive list of the PS stations scans
the entire spectrum of Government,
Semi-Government, Private Sector and
Public Sector organisations. The types
of professional experiences offered
by these PS stations are also varied,
in the sense that the host organiza
tions, as described earlier, range from

production and manufacturing units
to design, development and consul
ting Xo research laboratories,
to social science planning cells to ba
nks to publishing houses to museum
and finally, to a village representing
tbe rural backdrop.

However, in order to provide cle
arer understanding of the degree of
commitment demonstrated by the pro-
essional world towards the suppor-
'"g strengthening of the PS concept of education, it will be sufficient

inn ^pp'"opnate to describe var-
vide/k^^*^^^ facilities pro-tQ ^ "different host organisations
P'-'ing 'n
With n programme. To begin
P^videTXdel'facilities like s"
«s, librarv „ h'"® working pla-

space r„ , ^fPiPment facility
°tganiIatio'n?hforward with h , . ^'so come

"®ry and tvni ^ ^ of statio-
many facilities. Further,r'ded accommodaro"°"' P™'

or students and staff ° ''rrangements
P^'d students out-of ■ have evenas high as Rs. 250, allowance

The details in J"
provided bv rrns of r •
PC TT • orpflv,- facilitiesPS-II IS operative al""'°aa where
ressive. All th« ^ ® stin ^

PS-jT more imp-provided students an",,''^'io„s have
k.ng and sitting
nee rooms for holdi„g\and

°PP discuss-

ions and seminars along with office
facilities like stationery, typing, etc.
In some cases organisations have even
offered separate office space with ne
cessary furniture. All the host organi-
sations have allowed students and
faculty free access to the facilities
like library and equipment. Further,
while at many PS-II stations students
have been provided with free or sub
sidised accommodation, some other
organisations have provided free
or subsidised lunch facility, and at
many of the PS-II stations students
are even being paid out-of-pocket
allowances anywhere ranging from
Rs. 100/- p.m. to Rs. 500/- p.m. Also
while some host organisations pay for
local conveyance undertaken for pra
ctice school work, some other organi
sations pay for the travelling cost along
with DA if students have to go on
tours in connection with their assign
ments. Indeed, almost all PS-II stude
nts are getting some kind of facility
from host organisations in terms of
either free or subsidised accommoda
tion or travelling allowance or out-
of-pocket allowance or subsidised
lunch,etc. and at some stations a
number of these facilities are avai
lable.

Finally, some organisations host
ing PS-II have even provided free
accommodation to practice facu
Ity. In short, each host organisation
has worked out its own framework
in terms of facilities it can give and

has come forward boldly to support
and strengthen the task of building
the Practice School. In the process
the facilities that they have provided
to students along with the students'
desire to get a good grade in the prac
tice course seem to do wonders in the
sense that PS students are known to
fulfil their tasks with a sense of com
mitment and responsibility, normally
not to be observed within the four
walls of the university classroom.

Indeed, this entire edifice was bu
ilt brick by brick. It has meant years
of thinking, hours of waiting, and
tons of commitment. It has been aninno.vative adventure like riding a tiger.
In the process there were occasions,
like the one in May, 1975 when stu-
dents ghetaoed, as mentioned earlier,
the Director and his colleagues, dema
nding the giving of PS option to the ent
ire student population of the Institute.
Even the chill of the desert night was
then insufflicient to bring down the ris
ing temperatures in anticipation of the
organisational issues awaitingsolution.
Once the decision was taken to meet
this demand, every possible channel
was explored to increase the student
intake for PS. And one such effort
even found the Director, sitting for
hours during an evening on a foot
path railing in front of a guesthouse
in Delhi, waiting for an industrial
executive from whom the PS station
facility was expected and luckily the
same was obtained. And, as the Insti

ll. ■ i



tute moved with such an intense co
mmitment and convication towards
the theme of collaboration, to its plea
sant surprise, it soon discovered in the
professional world many friends who
loved and respected the task of edu
cation and at the same time, were
also ready to commit their own as
well as their organisations' energy,
time and money towards stiength-
ening the same. Understandably,
very often such men were self-made
people with pride in their own deve
lopment experiences and indeed the
Institute has been very fortunate in
having had their blessings in imple
menting such an educational innova
tion as the Practice School Progra
mme.

9. MASSIVE EFFORT OF 1976

Seen in a historical perspective
when the Institute from the academic
year 1975-76 onwards decided to open
the PS option to its entire student int
ake, it also initiated effort towards
further strengthening of the Ps educ
ational organisation.

To elaborate, the logistical implic
ations of opening the PS to the entire

Institute student strength were manif

old. On the one hand, it meant ac

commodating a steady-state number of

400 students and 40 faculty members

at about 35 different organistlons for
PS-I operative every summer, as also
airanging at a time for about 200 st

udents accompanied by about 20 facu
lty members to attend PS-II, implem
ented round the year at as many as
25 host organisations. This implied
the need to ensure physical facilites,
particularly at PS-II centres, for the
above mentioned steady-state numbers
in terms of details like classroom-cum-
seminar and conference room-cum-
office facility, library and equipment
needs, accommodation arrangements
for students and staff, local conveyance
requirements for the staff to attend to
the PS work, medical facility for the
staff families as per the Institute rules
schooling as also school transport ar
rangements for the staff children, etc.

On the other hand.consistent with
the principles of the semester system
of education characterised by contin
uous internal evaluation, the above de
cision also meant the need to work out

Tivr simultaneously conduct a
statin ""mberof
of dTff!.' by students
supervised

by ; as also in te-
members from ® different"
Wh.le fully satisfying the ^ ""Pbues,
academic rigour aL '^"mands of
evaluation. "'^^formity in

Further, some other
ortant implications ' '^P-

goinginforsuchahUvir''"® f^ommodel of higher educJ^ ̂^n^mitted
started becoming visibly ' also
These were : this staee

(1) The requirement for further
strengthening the organization of the
multidisciplinary and flexible educat
ional base during the foundation ye
ars, so necessary for the meaningful,
PS type student-faculty involvement
in the professional world.

(ii) Consistent with the above
requirement, the increasing need for
adopting an integrated approach to
the tasks of manpower deployment,
recruitment and development, so as
to be able to satisfactorily meet the
related demands of teaching, practice
school and research, and

(iii) the need for re-orienting the
organization of the research base at
the Institute in terms of the interdisci
plinary and mission-directed demands
of industrial situations and problems.

And it is against this background
that during the academic years 1975-
77 the Institute undertook, as indica

ted earlier, a massive effort towards
strengthening the PS education organ
ization.

Perhaps on the basis of immedia
cy, the first step in the above context,
along the same lines as in the case
of the PS-I course, was taken around
the month of August, 1975. More spe
cifically, the Incharge, PS Programme
appointed a study team of three facu
lty members, with past experience in
PS evaluation to evolve, consistent

with the details of Clause 22 of the
Academic Regulations, a uniform
PS-II evaluation scheme across the
Institute disciplines of engineering
science and humanities. This was
essential as during December, 197.5
to June, 1976 the first batch of
students from science and humani
ties streams was to attend its PS-II
component. Based on its abstraction
of the experiences of various PS-II
stations that had become operative
by then and based on its intense inte
raction with a large number of faculty
members, the study team prepared its
first working paper in October, 1975,
describing a PS-II evaluation scheme
along with a format of the rating sheet
within the guidelines mentioned above.
This working paper was then distrib
uted across the Institute and suggestio
ns were invited. Based on the analysis
of this second round of interaction
with the faculty, the study team then
prepared its next version of the eva
luation scheme which towards the
end of November, 1975 was extensi
vely discussed in an almost 2| hour
long meeting, in which as many as
75 faculty members from across the
Institute participated. After in
corporating the suggestions of
this meeting into the proposed evalu
ation scheme, a third version of the
same got evolved, which was again
critically discussed from the point of
view of operational details in a simi
lar marathon meeting held in the first,
week of December, 1975 and thus



the PS-II evaluation scheme and the
rating sheet in their present format,
as reported in the Appendices 4.4 and
4.5 were finalised.

At this stage, it will be worth
while t&mention that, due to its par
ticipatory character, the process des
cribed above, by itself, has played a
very important role in ensuring the
the successful implementation of the
evaluation scheme so evolved.

During the above period, another
important step that the Incharge,
Practice School Programme took to
wards the strengthening of the educa
tional organisation was to constitute
in the month of August, 1975 the first
PS student nucleus entrusted with the
task of thinking, from the students'
point of view, about all the matters
regarding their involvement in the PS
programme. Side by side, during the
months to follow, he also applied his
mind to various details such as the
streamlining of the PS accounts pro
cedures, the establishing of an effect
ive information network, particularly
between the PS-II stations and the
various departments and faculties at

the Institute, etc.

However, around the same time

as above, if there was one subject
across the Institute that was keeping

everyone's attention engaged, it per

tained to the theme of the type of the

administrative re-structuring that now

seemed to be necessary to effectively
meet the earlier metnioned educational

as also research requirements of the
heavily committed model of higher
education. As was expected, this Ins
titute-wide discussion and debate got
further intensified as also accelerated
and at the same time it turned deci

sive when it emerged that the same
was also circumstantially linked with
the possibility of the Institute being
able to find necessary savings so as to
introduce new UGC salary scales for
its staff.

Thus in the first week of March.'
1976 the committee appointed to look
into the above details submitted its
first working paper and within days
to come, this was followed by the con-
«>tutingofas many as 15 additional
working groups, which along with the
departments and faculties covered the

ac '"e Institute

th^^By™:
March. week of
emendations made were
It was observed that th analysed,
"al consensus amongs? T' "
faculty in terms of the entire
certain functional d' of
Instruction Djvision^'^'^
Consultancy Divisio' '^'^^^arch &
Development Divisio"' Educational
ool Division, etc. This u ^^t:tice Sch-
wed by a meeting of a,, 'hen follo-
of Departments, Unit cv"'-Heads
Officers and Conveners Senior

' ^11 the 16

working groups in which a compre
hensive picture based on the recomm
endations received was evolved. This
was followed by the task of prepar
ing the final version of the adminis
trative structure, as in the present
form, and then the same was put
before the entire faculty.

Once the administrative re-stru
cturing became final, a very interes
ting step was taken by floating before
the entire cross-section of the Insti
tute's ofPcers proposed names of the
Deans, Chiefs and Group Leaders
for the various Divisions, Units
and the discipline oriented Groups,
respectively and a weeks time
was then given for anyone desirous
to comment on any of the names so
proposed. Simultaneously, the details
of restructuring were also placed be
fore the students.

It was in the second week of
April, 1976 that through such an in
tense participatory process, as the one
described above, involving the entire
teaching and the non-teaching staff,
the Institute declared its new adminis
trative structure along with the appo
intments of various officers heading
the same and thus the PS programme
now acquired a full-fledged Division,
designated as the Practice School
Division and headed by a Dean, to
look after its increasing educational
as well as organization! requirements.
While the new administrative struc

ture enabled the Institute to meet its
future growth requirements, it also
helped the Institute on immediate
basis to find the much-needed savings
so as to implement the UGC salary
scales for the teaching staff, entirely
through its own budget. Further, as
a natural corollary to this step, the
Institute also opted to simultaneously
review the salary scales for the
non-teaching staff and the incremen
tal expenses for this, too, were found
from tl)e above savings. This indeed
was possible, basically, due to the fact
that the administrative structure evo

lved had adopted a functional appro
ach to the theme of educational admi
nistration, where, along with its tra
ditional functions of teaching and
research, the faculty was also called
upon to play the role of educational
managers at all levels.

During the month of March, 1976
yet another major task at the Institu
te level also came to its completion
and that concerned the review of the
entire teaching staff. As can be anti
cipated by now, the process adopted
in this case was also characterized by
the participatory theme involving, in
addition to the various Institute offi
cers, the entire faculty population.
Briefly, discussions and deliberati
ons were encouraged at every
possible level in terms of evolving

'  the criteria for the reward policy
consistent with the challenges of
educational innovations undertaken.



scauning^ the entire spectrum of
~esme examinatL rlrms'
merchscphnary teaching and res-

pam ' development, PS pro-gamme, student registration and cou-

iled co^' ^""""aneously, a deta-
draw- information base,drawmg data from every possible
th^ prepared to describe
fapi individualy in the various facets of the
institute's activities, And, it was after
such a meticulous thinking in terms
of the criteria for faculty assessment
and preparation in terms of the infor
mation base describing the role of
each faculty member in the task of
the institutional development, that
the review committees met in the mo
nth of March, 1976 to finalise their
decisions on the assessment of every
individual faculty member's contri-
but,on to the developmental processes
initiated at the Institute.

The very fact that the review co
mmittee found it possible to reward
m one manner or the other as manv
='=64.8?/„ofthe total faculty strength
was Itself an ample proof of the bro-

that^^^ educational organisationthat over the years the Institute had
evolved across its disciplines, .-^nd as
a result of the bold massive faculty
review effort mentioned above and
also as a result of the bold adminis
trative restructuring effort described a"
, little earlier, it was this educational
organisation that now received its for

mal academic sanction as also streng
th. It was hoped that it would acce
lerate the process of educational deve
lopment.

Perhaps reflecting the mood acro
ss the Institute, one of the earliest ta
sks undertaken by the Dean was to fo
rm Practice School Nucleus and to defi
ne the organizational details pertaining
to the PS operations. The PS Division'
effectively started its operation from
June, 1976 onwards with ' an initial
nucleus strength of 9 faculty members
and 6 student members drawn from
different disciplines of engineering,
science, management, economics and
languages. Over the years the PS Nu
cleus has grown further and presently
It has as many as 15 faculty members
of different disciplines and 10 students
of different subjects and classes.

Right since the starting date, the
organisational structure of the PS
Division has been characterised by
'wo important features, namely, (i)
decentralisation of the decision mak-

^  ; tasks. To this date the PS

gonrthre^' organisation has under-
December^y^eanT a'"forr» a . ̂ 'oand August 1977, be-
operatilT!"®
as reported "in Ap"p;ndL^^2 Mh^PS

- - n"

Instruction Cell, (iii) PS Accounts
and Administration Cell, (iv) PS Pub
lications, Documentation, Liaison and
Welfare Cell and (v) PS Organisation.
Co-ordination and Development Cell.

Whereas the PlanningCeli has the
total responsibility for looking into
all the futuristic needs of PS-I an
PS-Il sessions to follow in terms of
educational as also physical facility
details such as obtaining problem
bank, preparation of student profiles,
seeking student preferences, allotrnen
of students and faculty to various
stations, arranging accommodation
for the students and faculty, etc., t e
Instruction Cell monitors and con
trols all the day-to-day educational
details for all the on-going PS courses.
Thus the activities that come un e
the purview of this Cell are student
registration, monitoring the
the PS course handouts, contin
analysis of the student
■various centres, ensuring ^ .
evaluation scheme in terms o
22es, viva, seminars, project rep .
group discussions, diary, etc. ac
at all the same level PS stations, sem
ester-wise analysis of PS grades, seeK-
ing feedback from students an act
Ity, submission of PS course grac es
to the examination committee of t le
Institute, preparing PS transcripts,
maintaining all kinds of semester sch
ed ules.

As the names themselves suggest,

while the PS Accounts and Adminis
tration Cell takes care of all the fina-
ncial aspects and the day-to-day
administrative details related to the PS
programme, the Publications. Docu
mentation. Liaison & Welfare Cell
has the total responsibility
ties such as publishing of the PS bull
etin, giving information on the student
work in PS-I and PS-II courses alrea
dy implemented, binding docu
menting all the PS reports (Re . App-
endix-7.2), helping the Centralrary staff in classifying these PS repo
rts as per the station-wise and subject-
wise details, preparing course-wise as
also Institute research area-w.se index
of PS assignments in order to facili-mte diffusion of the experteje gam^^
nt PS into the teaching and researchactivities implemented within the cam^
pus, bringing out monographs and

■ oth r research and also study type
J  pnfs based on the PS involve-" L students and the faculty,
::"t:i„ing the much needed ^msou

•fh the PS students and taculty,Siiirtrackof the welfare needs at
the PS centres, etc.

And, finally, the PS Organisation
co-ordination & Development Cell
V  total responsibility in regardnntinuons monitoring and control
rihe entire canvas of the PS routine,1 strengtheuing of PS Division's int-

.1,1 with other Divisions and
nf the Institute, analysis of

"udent, faculty and alumni feedback.



seeking conlmuous improvements and
developments in the PS educational
details, inclusive of the evaluation seh-
emesfor PS courses, etc. As regards
the PS-1 and PS-II centres, in some
sense, they constitute the 'production
units of the PS Division and various
nc arges of these centres have the

ce sful f" the sue-
c ive PsT 'he respective PS courses at their centres.

5  given in Section
the PS educational organisation given
above. It clearly follows that PS is
very ^uch a formal method of ed"-
caho„. THi3 educational organisationhas been reported In greater details
>n Appendices 2.2, 2.3 2 4 ■) <
2.6. Further, Appendix 5 also ren^'!-.vpical organisational stitut:
a PS II centre. Appendices 3 1 & , '
give information regarding a tvni ,
semester-wise activity calenders T
macro-level from the point of view' r
the PS Division's task and at a micr
ievel f„m the point of view:;":
PS IJ station tasks respectively.

It was in August, 1976 that the
PS Division brought out its fi rst issue
of the Practice School Bulletin giving
details on the PS-II stations then op.
erative and this in October, 1976 was
followed by the second issue giving
reports on the work done by students
at various PS-I stations during the
summer of 1975. In the months of
August and September 1976, the PS

Division interacted with the summer,
1976 batch of the PS-I students and
faculty seeking their experiences. Fr
om December, 1976 onwards the Di
vision evolved detailed feedback que
stionnaires for PS-I and PS-II, seek
ing the necessary information and
bus formalising the entire feedback

collming process. In October, 1976
varlrv discussions with
their members, seeking
strenoM"®®'^"""^' further
W  ">=mskofthefacul-

Junel977 was the firsT'^Ps^IlT^-
Tobl "'l PrePareTrh'e'

-mntation details and .his „

for the entir^ytron^lf'
of hardly 7 m'o::; span
">0 Practice Sehoor d'ready developed its ''^d al-
ond also organisation;j'^ '^r'"=ational
"^oessary.osuccessfun: "P"tise soprogramme, accommod"""'"^
^"7 aeademle year duringoomber of 800 stude„, ^'^ady-statf
members. '"d 60 facn,.;

time for gj.

In the affairs of w.

^  «^gani.

sations, there comes a time when
much can be gained by a get-together
of people, who are functioning and
working towards the same goal. For
the Institute, such an occasion came
when, as a part of its annual Foun
der's Day celebrations, it organised at
Piiani on 23rd and 24th January, 1977,
a seminar on Cooperative Education.

In all 61 contributors, comprising
12 representatives from organisations,
hosting PS-I and PS-H stations and
comprising a broad spectrum of
nment, Serai-Government, Public Se
ctor and Private Sector units, 5 P
faculty members from the field,
students, 27 Institute-based faculty
and 4 Adjunct Faculty members o
Institute, participated m the semina
which consisted of 4 sessions in a

The fi rst session, devoted to ^75^'-
gnmefUs, went on to elaborateItidisciplinary and the result-oriented
nature of the real-lif= P^^^™ J
situations, and thus note . ® ,
to ensure inter-disciplinary mput at
any PS station. It farther suggested
that the PS-II assignments could P
ferably be so identified tha .
could be the sub-problems of
long-term developmental project
needs of the host organisations.Z\Jo \Jl lilv ^• o

The second session dealing with
the subject of evaluation insistently
emphasised that the evaluation must
be of a continual type. It was further
suggested that through the PS type
evaluation the employer could also be
made aware of the students' profess
ional capabilities*. The other the
me mentioned was that the PS type
evaluation scheme should be such
that it helped students to discover
themselves.

The third session collated the
emerging feedback "7 "^serving that
the sponsored research and consul
tancy could be obvious outcomes of a
PS type interaction betweet the uni
versity world and the professional
world. Another important suggestionmade during the course of discussions
was in terms ofutilizmg the PS edu
cational infrastructure to initiate co
pses of studies in the professional
world. Yet another interesting obs
ervation made during the course of^ oussions was the need to evolve a
formal mechanism for receiving the

1  also the need to deve-
["''proper criteria for analysing the
aL otherwise it was feared that
Xn' apparent difficulties might beconfused with the feedback.

.—

^ the Practice School
It may be mentioned that from Jun > ^ pHgibie studentDivisiL is issuing a Practice So^ol pT: pS-I and PS-H courses, along
giving a complete record of his per o
with the details of his rating sheet.



&
Finally, the fourth session conclu-the seminar by recording the

participants' fniie^f • .
the tremPnH appreciation for
,L ,Z 'T «d„.

wf-Krr:;

known norms, BITS has
ve through the Practice School

rogramme a vast infrastructure whi-
can act as an effective meeting

ground between the university world
and the professional world. The feed-
ack received in the process has been
manifold.

Ever since the Practice School
was started in 1973. it has caught the
imagination of students. Those stu-
dents who opted for this programme

penenced the excitement and satis-
action that come when one trans-
orms knowledge into performance
when one blends subjects learnt into
echmques of action. An incident in
this context is still fresh in the minH
of the PS faculty entrusted wZ;':
responsibility for planning.

OPRP. r implemented alCEERl.from June to December, 1974
one of the assignments was related
to the problem of receiving Delhi TV
signals at Pilani in a centralised way

by erecting a relatively huge but ado-
ptable structure for antenna site on
the Institute Tower and retransmit the
received signal, preferably on a differ
ent channel. After looking into various
requirements from all angles, when
the student - station matching was
being done, it so happened that one
final year B E. mechanical engineer
ing student was allotted to the above
assignment. As was natural the con
cerned student had too many pre-con-
ce.ved notions about his profession
and in whatever manner the Incharge,
PS Programme argued his rationale
of the assignment, the student just"
could not appreciate the same. Durin-
the summer of 1974 the Incharge"

frosramme was required to he
away tVom the campus for quite someme in order to further expand the
PS facility. Thus, by the tim. i,

to Piiani. Z psTs
^'^eady started. U

muoh to say that in
'"Charge was ul hn •
"Id not run into the T"f
" '^""Id not he so as hehad"toross him during his ro!
and control tasks. To hini"""""""®
prise he found ik P^-asant sur-
declaring that ih^
bim the fullest
"'"''C group workinrT""'!,''''^"^"®'''

had decided thei"
date for the comni target
" ̂vas a chaT "to show on TV ■ ability

Indies cri I.Cncket Test snatch

that was scheduled for Delhi in the
middle of January, 1975. Needless
to say, the team did it by designing,
fabricating, and erecting the antenna
as also the necessary booster ampli
fier. That day when the students were
erecting the antenna, our 'mechanical
student was the leader of the team.
He thought, planned and worked
along with the Workshop Superinten
dent while the Incharge, PS Progra
mme was keeping track of this entire
process. To his utter shock, he foun
this student, shirtless and literally
sweating even in that winter mont ,
coming out from the man-hole loca
ted at a height of 142 ft. at
most point of the BITS Tower. The
student stretching out from the man
hole was trying to support by
his hands the antenna structure
was being slowly raised by niechamcal
means. The Incharge PS,
ably, shouted asking the student no
to bother about the structure bu t
did not deter the student and, whiie
assuring the Incharge not to '
he continued to do his jo an
loo with a broad, delightful grin.

Indeed, there are many similar
other experiences to narrate. Furt er,
a PS experience also seems to e ecti
vely help students in realising the ro e
that any specialisation plays within
the context of the totality of a given
real-life problem solving effort.

As regards the nature of PS assi
gnments, it is now clearly established

that they are essentially multidisci-
plinary in character, thus demanding
at PS stations student input belonging
to a large number of disciplines.

In the Practice School, the stud-
det plays a dual role, both as a lear
ner and an understudy. For students
to effectively participate as contribu
tors to such problem solving-elforts.
their training prior to PS programme
must have a set of foundation years
through which they are exposed to
certain common subjects across the
streams of engineering, science and
humanities. Fortunately, the Institu
te's normal 5-year (4-year) integrated
decree structure requires student exp
osure to core subjects irrespective of
whether one is becoming an engineer,
a scientist, a manager or a social sci
entist The experience stretching over
the last six years led us to the concl-
usion that the challenge of PS assign
ments could not have been met, if the
Institute curriculum structure and int
egrated programme flow had not been
done first.

Further, it is now confirmed bey
ond doubt that through the PS system
of education it is possible to integrate
the university educational process with
ihat of the national economic const
ruction. Another interesting observa
tion emerging out of this concerns the
act that when entrusted with a pro
fessional responsibility m terms of PS
assignments, students have displayed
a sense of commitment and desire to



enabling the educatTnn , '
b"ng the best out of "hi
"'-^-elop.elf-eonfiSe;"' help

It will not be far Tr^
^/^.'hat in essenee ihe PSt''""
".'on basically throws m
unities before a stn,i °PPort-
possible for, say an e""'- it
'i^nt to seek a 1 ™®'"«"n8 stu-
institution and ® bankingun opportunitrio "r"' "
"°niics student to hn>' ' "" ̂'=°-
Production process » j ̂ °f
the educational years"tk tiuting
"tet. all these places Fur-
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professional asn '''^as abo

■" their minds of ■ '="=0outcome of this seem?? '""Pfrtanthelps lessen the unne 'hat it
professional conipet , intra-
generated over the years "
university campuses na? ?""" ">e
to artificial market indicat'o"turn creating the mu h ' V"""'™
tuony between students ?f dif ""
streams like engineering, sf?
humanities.

It is against the above backgro
und that one can further appreciate
the role that the students have played
as catalysts and protectors of this ed-

ucntional innovation. Indeed, this
'"volvement inthcsystem

scen'^ e^iucation can certainly be

Profe«i?na?torldsuccess of thf^ rv ' outstanding

Even at the cost of .
ntay be mentioned f. , itof uducalion is basics? system-ords further X" ̂  ""
™«''odolo8y and tf
system. While in fh ^^^f">nation
tPuthodology it introf 'ooching
upproach, the tvn oognitive[form i, cc,|3 of examination
u? ^o fa? fj oven beyond
in;'"^"f system "'^iren in the

•T^ternai as. of ^
''^"tinuous

the nn
new are ,

'^'lucation ar^rA ^"d rh , ^^tging

minds, p. ''^"starni
role Of a . "^^lance

lype activity ? What teaching
techniques should be adopted when
t^iscussing problems of which the
teacher himself does not know ans-
y^ers? Can one really ever become
a specialist within the duration of his
tlegree programme ? How many cou
rses should be taught before a stu en
is considered ready for 1'^°
ion ? Can a language teacher eva ua
an engineering student working on,
Some feasibility study ? What are
characteristics of a leader? ^ '
example, a student of '"^ork-
declared a good International
•ng on the problems of .^gisofhis
tnonetary system o" the prac-
successful participation in red-
tice school project 'loahng^ What is
Uction of hostel mess Snakes a st-
there in mathematics gj^y away
udent of this subject a participating
from even the thought o ^ pfow to
in an engineering mance when
evaluate student J^wn to
the fi nal answer is to orga-includingthc teacher^|^^^.^g that
nize the classrooni problems a
various practice ^oho bringing ^
used as home classroom a"
touch of reality m writing
thus paving a pat j^jpgfu.ly "
textbooks ? HOW P' ^ platform
the practice schoo ^rts minvolve professional - Pevelopm^"^
lab development, t 9 ObJoint research activity-^,^
usly, these are n ^

Through the itself and
has posed these pr j theiris in the process of exp
answers.

.„rly abstract from theone can c ea V
above feedbaoh. a pro
of time 'be PS. process
duct and beneficia y
of innovat'on. headofmno-
formed into a fon the Inst.tnte

is poised to "f[„„,aquences. nara-
of far-reachinS centres,

,  (i) initiating ^ organisations,
w"b 'b^ gimmes leading toeolb-borabf ? oral ,,g,ees, (n) or-
tnns'^''^ end doc ^p„„,oredganiains e 'b in termsresearch "^f.ssiona: sitnations

industnal/P jh, the-
and Prfblec;; f? ,,,) defining.me of consultancy like

banks and ag ^^j^ersity such as

nient.

V  -n with, worry and concernorlssed about the health
bee been ^^gineering degree'?tt most prestigeons universities
even at then ^^^^yi.hed that it is

'"l Mto attract the best undergra-'' 1 students to these programmes,
f ? those who seem to join this

enture allured by the 100% scholar
ship more often than not, fail to



complete the programme, and gene
rally one is faced with a situation
where the originally conceived high
standards of education cannot be carr
ied out. Like any other university.
BITS has been concerned with this
phenomenon and has now concluded
that the salvation lies in the direction
of buddmg up on the base of the pra
ctice school system of education. Af
ter a dialogue with major employer
groups, it has been discovered that
there is a scope for training students

-  "'tiUi-disciplinary function-oriented tasks rather than merely add-on
the so-called advanced courses in the
same discipline at the M.E. level. The
our areas emerging in this context

"Z Design & Project Engineering-Industrial Planning & Area Develop^
-nt, industrial Production. Qualify

The proposal being evolved- is

graduate and doctoral de
"li^ein the courses will 'b7 h'
jointly by BlTq i, I^Ught

engCr?tists drawn from^th
organisations. The ^
classes bv necessitv

tfte premises of thTZa^' '
--"isations, Which wourbel^^^^

meeting the substantial part of the

These degrees are proposed to be
postgraduate as they are designed on
the basis of an understanding that the
entry qualification would normally be
one of the five year integrated first degr
ees of BITS, whether in engineering or
sciences or social sciences like manage
ment and economics. The design of
c degree will be based on a certain

Pnor preparation in respect of special
subject matters.

The degree will be of two years'
duration. The first year will be devo
ted to specific course work while the
^econd year will be entirely devoted
to supervised internship, in regard to
course work, the method of teaching

ees ^ ^ Process which encoura-Seyelf-study, discussion, seminars
using cases for pursuit of studies,

he course work will be conducted
i  / or discretely both by BITS' cu ty stationed in these towns airea-

imconnection with the BITS prac-

ioLT ^^tivity as well as profess-experts from the collaborating
rganisations. It is hoped that during
e period of the degree, the scholar-

'J^-^tudents would be comioS
I e organisations participating

"lese programmes.

As regards admission to the pro
gramme, it is proposed that it will be
made by BITS through an All-India
advertisement. But in the process of
admission a nominee of the collabora
ting organisation would be a party, t
is further proposed that the collabora
ting organisation itself may deci
to sponsor its own selected person
for working towards these degrees
It is obvious that when a collabora
ting organisation sponsors one
its own employees for such a egr »
it would be the decision of the em
loyer as to whether this ®
a scholarship or continues to
full pay.

Indeed, it was as early as its
1966 meeting that the
recommended the creation o cir
tances whereby a two-way tra
id be established between
and university, making
amongst other 'b'°S^^Xersity stu-
experts to come befote n
dents in the capacity ot master's
structure of the uofiaborative^^^^^^^^^
and doctoral programmes
above makes in every
word this dream of our
planners look a is
what is even more pro-What is even more also pr^'

*  XM ̂

(Collaborative) pT^ —
.«N.«. „

in the process the structu^^ mucb
vides the professional wor ^ith
needed opportunity evoW® ̂
the academic community ofthe academic communi _odel of
relevant and self-rehan
post-graduate education-

The second thrust now emerging
is in terms of the theme of sponsored
research. Indeed, the professional inte
raction through the Practice School
scheme has brought about such mut
ual understanding, enlightenment and
respect that many host organisations
are now proposing to sponsor specific
area-wise research projects at the
bits campus. It is understood that
the advancement of knowledge and
the pursuit of investigation of a pro-
li!™ differ in their styles of imple-

tation, depending on whether the
™ hi m is of an immediate trouble
, variety or requires a more

f ° dv and scholarly pursuit with-
Tthe tension of meeting a deadline

•  n in a production plant.
'mrS^and these organisations
f  able to separate these pro-have been something

J^tWeiy studied and investi-
^t in the plant only and somegated rig he mves-

o'b" a diflerent climate like the
u  amous This developmentone on the ca^ of BITS

together wi pj^y
in terms of ^^,^^ant to

'Tscene has helped BITS to
the Indian areas of research,
define cer u ^ be

t  the same time. Some of thedone at are: Solar Bner-
water Manage-

mentm f"®"" Associated Mana-
Engineering Management
gement



ing, etc.

Solar Energy
logy adopted by Lts a'—ed sponfal'n'rdTer'r
■merest from overseas TheUof Chicago and BITS Jre
process of workina n, f
fmcing and complemertarr"^
programmes in the area'or X

^'-oy activity at the ;::rut:'.r"-cific terms, while carrvin„ P'"
'°g"e on collaborative
doctoral education, certair■;g organisations discrtd 1^:";°:-had reasons for supporting this n '
Sramme inasmuch as it would T?"•hem in terms of their two-fold neelT
namely (i) future manpower dev^p'
man for well-defined professional
unctions and („) in-house training ofthe personnel of their organisatL.

Ihus one such organisation has comeforward with a proposal that BITS
be their permanent educational con
sultant to assist them in terms of con
ducting their in-house training pro
gramme. In another situation, based
on the expertise developed by the
Institute through PS experiences, one
of its host organisations from the ban
king world has approached the Institute
for taking up consultancy work in the

area of preparation of Credit Plans.
Another theme of consultancy emerg-
'ng is from the side of the Ministry of
Education which suggests that poss
ibly the principles of teaching and
earning evolved in the process can be

applied to the tasks of introducing
productive workW) and vocationalisation sche-

at the school level. Yet another

are Project emerging Is in the
methods for functio-

of the ed^' methodology
through invn?'^"^' Process aimed at
activities in Practice School
^veen one distinction bet-
'^rly from another, simi-

and'l:r view of pro-Practice Sch work the
a,^y ^I'osranime does not

b'sticated between a sop-
situation. ij^ ^'id the village
"lerely ^ ^ Process, instead of

't C "t P-ternalism,
'•■ order acad "
who care '"'^'""■age ,
^"0 their ° the V M '

project WorT- in®'
Pt-ofesslonal g of 'f
requirements „ 'asks °wn
university it degree
moulded the
mere casual

to an

authentic professional experience
integrated with the process of univer
sity degree education. On the surface,
this process does not seem to be as
glamorous as the NSS presence of
other universities through adopted
villages. However, from what can be
seen, the Institute has already harve
sted rich dividends through its pract
ice school oriented approach towards
rural involvement. In fact, this appro
ach has enabled the Institute research
efforts in Solar Energy and Waste
Recycle to distinctly identify certain
innovative processes, through which
new technologies can be discovered
and diffused in the country side. Sim
ilarly, the Bank of Baroda, through
its sponsorship of the round-the-year
Practice School activity in its lead
district of Jhunjhunu where BITS is
located, has recently joined it in
the task of delineating new theories
of rural development through conc
rete actions relevant to the past trad
itions as well as future aspirations of
the society.

Indeed, it was through the For
ward Plan of 1970 that the Institute
had promised the above mentioned
directions for itself, and within 8 years
from then this promise stands fulfil
led. It may be interesting to recall
that the concept of Practice School as
a workable method of education was
initiated and perfected more than half
a century ago by the Chemical Eng
ineering Department of MIT, USA.

BITS was initiated into this concept,
across the university level, through a
Ford Foundation supported project
of collaboration with MIT in 1964.
Even though this programme for Ch
emical Engineering has been highly
successful at MIT, it (MIT) was never
able to extend the same to other dis
ciplines. Thus, BITS has transformed
a nascent thought and concept bor
rowed from the Chemical Engineering
Department of MIT, USA into some
thing deeper, bigger and wider than
what MIT has even been able to
think or do. Therefore, it is no won
der that recently it has been possible
for MIT & BITS to agree to a new
linkage in the area of Practice School
activity, where BITS's ability to give
something to MIT is recognised. One
of the fundamental aspects of this
proposed linkage would be an oppor
tunity for Practice School students
of MIT to undergo their Practice
School course requirements at BITS
and vice versa. As a natural corollary
it then follows that such a Practice
School collaboration between BUS
and MIT would then have a provi
sion by which BITS students during
their stay away from the campus wo
uld be graded by MIT professors,
while MIT students during ^beir stay
at BITS practice stations would beexamined Ld graded by BITS teac
hers- both universities agreeing
accept these grades for the fulfilmentof their respective degrees^ This pro
vision will also be available for rese-
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Solar Energyhas also taken steps T'
">°^a with Chicago Univrsi'™""

This then i<: tv«« • •
before the Institute

has played a pivotal V"®""
process. As a result , ! ™'a'n the

12. CONCLUSION
It Will not be far fto say that, if abstraotTtn"''case study of the indn f'

collaboration in some
on approach to the in!?? ^"orlbes
velopment. The need f ^ Ac
tion constitutes an i°nova-
any development. The wTih
^t'on' connotes 't'

°  upo„,

and it can never be divorced
front practice. The desire to act is
fundamental to practice and any
action, no matter what its specific
content, always establishes relation
ships, and there is an inherent tende
ncy to force open all limitations and
cut across all boundaries. It is in this
context that one can see why any
task of institutional development ne
cessarily. in the ultimate analysis, be
comes a wavefront setting a chain

action of processes where every
rocess is the cause of new processes.

instft"^- ^ the task of the
nature '^^^elopment assumes the
chanee°of^°"^'""'"® adaptation and
dynami ^^^^nration. In such a
'"ent wherrrr'
's difiicult t begets change, it
niilepost ^ exactly what the next

difficmrrr"'''then they ar , ^^ich tasks to face but^ t e challenges of life.

APPENDIX-1 1

Practice School-I Growth Statistics

Sessions
faculty" No of stations^'No. of students No.-of faculty

^ H P«; T who-supervised attended bywho attended PS-I ' PS-I students , ,

Summer, 1973

Summer, 1974

15 (6%)

89 (39%)
09--

Summer, 1975** 244 (85%)
Summer, 1976 355 (94%)'

.  28!'.' •

Summer, 1977

Summer, 1978

349 (94%)

335 (94%)

Summer, 1979* 490* (101%)
55*1 ^

.»Yprcise carried out as early
» c- • t«H based on actual planningFigures are projected oa

as Feb., 1979.
*  thp total 3rd year students.% Percentage of Practice School studens 0 ted in'

,  f this summer session was .mplemented m
♦* As described in Section 8, a par o implemented in Dec. '75

Dec. 1975. Including the addittonal PS-I sta^^the number of PS-I stations for 19 ec
•  fsMirth year and could not go to$ Numberincludes some students who were tn fourt

PS-I in the previous year.



APPENDIX-1.2
Practice School-n Growth Statistics

Sessions No. of students
who attended

Jan. '73-June '73
10

June '73-Dec. '73
12

Jan. '74-June '74
12

June '74-Dec. '74
36

Jan. '75-June: '75
56

June'75~Dec. '75
31

Jan. '76-June '76
75

June'76-Dec. '7 121

Jan. '77-June '77
110

June '77-Dec. '77
151

Jan. '78-June '78
159

June'78-Dec. '78 166

Jan, '79-June '79 171

*June'79-E)ec,.'79^ 1,62.^

♦Jan. '80-June'80 162^

^^efvi[erPS.i?° f f-  attended

• Figures are based on actual plannino .a
Feb., 1979. ®

®arly as

'  • V " v'' -V V-
"  «'»,h ■ t. ». '.

' i.'v •

APPENDIX-1.3

Distribution of Practice School-H students discipline-«.se from 1
—  ——rT^;rT^drM^-
Year Engg. Science Econ. Mgts English M. Tech.

1973 22 - - -

1974 48 — -
-

1975 70 .
-

-

1976 109 13 5 40

1977 163 36 7 40

1978 179 55 24 41

1979 201 46 23 28

*978 179 55 24 41 2 ^ g ^
1979 201 46 23 28 « ^

C.S.=-Computer Science; MSMo
^development.

APPENDIX-1'' .,e from 1975 to 1979
PS-II) diseiphe'-""

Distribution of Practice

Session Engg

Jan.—June '75 8

June—Dec. '75 6

Jan.—June '76 4

June—Dec. '76 7

Jan.—June '77 6

June—Dec. '77 7

Jan.— '78 6

June-C»^^- '78 8

^Tuoe '79 8

m jssis^
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APPENDIX-1.6

or PS I..I—

(i) Production, Manufacturing & Pub
lic Works Units

Hindustan Copper Project (Khe
tri), Textile Institute of Technology
(Bhiwani), Irrigation Department (Bh-
iwani). Building & Road Department
(Bhiwani), Public Health Departmen
(Bhiwani), Century Spinning "
cturing & Weaving Co. Ltd. '
Indian Plastics
micals (Bombay), Caiic . ,Drtra-(Bombay), HardelliaChemicaMBo^^
bay). Mukund Iron
(Bombay). Diesel Loco
nasi), Birla Cotton ^ (Chittaranjan).
ttaranjan Loco W Undertaking
Delhi Electric Corporation of
(Delhi). Fertilizer telephone
India (D"^saP"'"'' Trivem Stru-Indnstries (A"-habad)^.^^^^^ .^riven.
cturals Ltd., .-/Allahabad).®Ensi.>eerinsWo^k^(A.^^^^^

pur).' "p" at k.'

, RadioVeotnry Rayo" (Kalyan),Jt,.„da). ,s(Calcutta). Texmaco(Ca-
' >''u adustan Zinc (Udaipur).

Sinah Alloys & Steel (Calcutta). Guest
Keen and Williams (Calcutta). Bally
Jute Mills (Calcutta), Indian Rayon
Corpn, (Veravai). Dey's Medical Sto-
riMfa ) Ltd. (Calcutta). Dey's Me-d fsfoi (mI) Ltd. (Allahabad).

WeLrn Railway Workshop (Ajmer .
.t Flectronics Ltd. (Bangalore),
,  ttd (Faridabad). Hindustan

Wi'res Ltd. (Faridabad). Un-.wsll Electric CO. (Faridabad), Ind
ian Tobacco CO. (Saharanpur).
(i/J Design, Development & Consulting

Organisations

Uational Institute of Bank Mana
gement (Bombay), Engineers India
Ltd. (Delhi), Engineering Projects
India Ltd. (Delhi), Industrial Consu
lting Bureau (Delhi), MM Suri &
Associates (Delhi), Indian Oil Corpo
ration (Delhi), MN Dastur & Co.
(Calcutta), General Electric Company
(Calcutta), Energy Systems & New
Products Division of B.H.E.L. (Delhi),
Administrative Staff College of India
(Hyderabad), Development Consult
ants Pvt. Ltd. (Calcutta), Bridge &
Roof Co. (Calcutta), National Coun
cil of Applied Economic Research
(Delhi), Research & Development
Wing of B.H.E.L. (Hyderabad), Dep
artment of Electronics of Govt. of India
(Delhi), National Instruments Ltd.,

ircji <71



(Calcutta), Balmer Lawrie & Co. (Ca
lcutta), Simon Carves (I) Ltd. (Cal
cutta).

(Hi) National Research Laboratories

Solid State Physics Laboratory
(Delhi), Central Electronics Engg.
Research Institute (Pilani), Regional
Research Laboratory (Jammu), Cen
tral Scientific Instruments Organisa
tion (Chandigarh), All-India Institute
of Medical Sciences (Delhi), Indian
Agricultural Research Institute (Del-
hi). National Institute of Oceanogra
phy (Goa), National Physical Labo
ratory (Delhi), Central Drug Research
Institute (Lucknow), Central Food
Technological Research Institute (My
sore), Bhabha Atomic Research Cen
tre (Bombay), Regional Research La
boratory (Hyderabad), National Geo
physical Research Institute (Hydera
bad), U.P. State Observatory (Naini-
tal), C.S.T.R. (Delhi).

Banks

Central Bank of India (Bombay),
tate Bank of India (Bombay), UnionBank of India (Bombay), Agricultural
mance Corporation (Bombay), Uni-

us, (Calcutta), Ind-

(') Publishing House & News Agency

UnitldNewrt'f'll'^™®'Trust of India (Delhi).^

(vi) Museum

Birla Industrial <6 t l
Museum (Calcutta). ^^^hnology

(^11) Village

Dhandhar viliape
from Pilani. ihu •. ^^out s u
District PS-II J'"*-u and ch
with Bank of Bar asso •

1' I > (>'
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Practice—/

APPENDIX-2 2

join PS programme.

- Data on how many of those wh,^

- Selection of students.
- Kna^iaahon of host organisations

Incharge""s'adm'^-'"''to work ̂ ut : "^"""'"tative tasks
for PS I ^"'"""todation details

- Seeking student options.
~ Student allotment.

- To finalise faculty list.

- To plan PS-I programme details.

-To plan PS-I Evaluation guidelines.
- To plan for Mini-Practice School in

terms of exact number of students,
etc. and give the necessary details
to PS Instruction Cell.

^factice—//

-  student bio-data.

Pslfh a'igibility to attend
- To finalise list fo^ ps.j,

;^°P-Pare student proaies.

on from practice sta-
'h= Prob,erl"t"nV"P"' "'=^-

sta-

°  student
- To plan for ae
forstudents. °'^'^odatinn

- Tn fi,  finalize facu,.
plan acoon,moda,ie„'""'meat

- TO P-an PS.„and evaluation g„ig„^™^e

'-Is''

APPENDIX-2 3
'^^*inn Co-ordination and

Description of Tasks for S"

nre notes, case-studios etc. based
To co-ordinate and organize var practice school wor
ious practice school activities. „nilaborative post-gra-

♦;.A - To organise coj p-actice Cen-
To continuously monitor the en programmes
canvas of the practice tres. uptween
terms of operation oducatmn, ^ strengthen pj^ision.
sical facilities, future g r & C Division and P
entation, etc. , research areas

•  tAraction with . To identify S interest toBased on continuous i specific ^ BITS.
Practice faculty and ^ase organisations
back obtained from s u seminars, conferences,
host organisations to s . To orga students,°^rrs^oo. canbe fnttbet J
LngtLned. _ ,„,nge computerization of stu-
■r alvse student grades m r- To analyse s .j-gji. ^rccand-NCC activi-

"'h ! interaction of _ PS - --f-cL School,
preparation f ""^'"eriab lent- '



APPENDIX-2.4

Description of Tasks for Practice Sehool InstrucHon Cell

Tasks would cover the entire edu
cational operation of PS-I and PS-II,
some of the main details of which
are mentioned below :

- Registration of students for PS-I
as well as PS-II.

- Progress Reports of PS-I and PS-II.

- Monitoring of PS-I and PS-II course
handouts.

- Implementation of Evaluation Gui
delines.

- Preparation and monitoring of Pra
ctice School Calendar.

- Mid-term Evaluation.

- Receiving of final grades, practice
assignment reports and rating sheets
from Practice faculty.

- Analysis of grades and their subm

ission to Examination Committee.

- Preparation and despatch of Pra

ctice School Transcripts.

and'^!°h School Reports
brary" to Central Li-

foLas"^ Practice School pro-

and PS-lT.^ feedback from PS-I

Identification of lihr:»
as Well as other n equipment
stations in terms practice
space for seminar. like
tons, accommodatio„®'°"P discuss-

to etc. and aee-
detatls. out operational

To implement -p., .
Practice", that • ^
hool, in close u''' I^ractic
& Consultancy
ction Divisi J ""'^'^ion „„?.''=orchction Division

i
, '

Orientation for
Ity. '"dr

nst.

=tnd fa,

appendix 2.5

CT k for practice school Accounts fi AdndoistrattonCeDescription of Tasks for P
in terms ot

Entire PS accounts for PS-I und
FS-II as well as PS Office.

- To work out accommodation requi
rements for PS-I and PS-H-

- Office facilities like typmg,
ary, postage, staff, etc. a. Pract.c
Centres as well as at the n

- Financial nrn"edf
library facilities, equ P
physical facilities
Ltninars. group discusstons.

practice

- Educational facility
faculty children.

■  • for practice f^'^^- Medical facilities!
Uy as well as PS nucleus.

d, of inspuu""""'
- Financial needs

visits to stations.

by practice faculty.
<3phool allowance, salary

faculty-

Travelling allowance..Leave applications, joining reports.
Student dues, etc.

- Studentnormal Pi>
matter.

.  activities and purchase
^ Printing

information about details- "Prit effo^student and faculty
""' ct stations iu terms of out-

allowance, free accommo-
^Sot subsidised lunch, etc.

- Dislocation needs.



APPENDIX-2.6

Description of Tasks for Practice School Publication. Documentation
Liaison and Welfare Cell wtion,

Publication of Practice School Bull
etin.

Classification of Practice assign
ments in terms of their usefulness in
enriching teaching and research
efforts at the Institute.

• Documentation of Practice School
reports.

Preparation of various reports and

mono h, based on the work
done at practice stations.

indent"'"' -it"

practice centres.

APPENDIX-2.7

Description of Tasks for Faculty Members Incharge of Vario oi vario

- To conduct Practice School Progra
mme at PS-I and PS-II centres as
per the programme guidelines.

us Pc r-
Goitres

To continuously

Division. PS

APPENDlX-i.I

ve Practice School Activity Chart A Typical Semesterwise
bank problem bank

January, 1979

Wed. 3 PS-II Registration (SAV
PS-n work starts (SA),
alization of PS-H
for June - December,
(DA).

t? • . . "p^-T stations Fn. 5 Reminder to P=> ^

Mon. 8 Last date

^ ■ of PS faculty Tue. 9 Finalization oi
(DA).

Thu. 11 Last date for a
PS-n course handouts
copy to Feedback
Analysis of
(DA). PS-II

Mon. 15 Documentation
reports (DA)- ^ & 4

Wed. 17 Last date or
(SA)- problem

Sat. 20 Initiad°" ,579 (PA)-
for .11 (SA).

Wed. 31 Last date or

February, r . PR-5.«

dam for
Wed. 28 Last da.

 from PS-"
stations (SA).

Pri, 9 Display of P eferenee
and issuing ot P
forms (lA)- ,

j for receiving

p'fercoform^^^^'-
Thu. 22 Last ft'pS-n ̂stati-

rCSA)

S.,.3,

ApriJ allotment and
2 ® to students information

of PS-n problem
6 Display ° fpreferea-

,979 (DA)-
.n PS-I stations and

wed- 11 Letter b,, accommodation
authorities (DA).

,, Last date for receiving PS-I
preference forms (DA).

. 27 Last date for PR-9, 10 (SA)-
,n PS-II station allotment for

lune-Dec. 1979 (DA). Last
day for classwork. Last date
fnr PR-n (SA).



..

rue. I Preparation and submission

of vacation faculty list (DA).

Mon. 7 Letters to all PS-II stations

about the student and facu

lty (DA)

Thu. 24 PS-I starts (SA). Summer
Term begins,

Thu. 31 Last date for PR-H (SA).
Distribution of feedback
questionnaire to students
(SA).

June, 1979

Sat. 2 Last date for PR-1 from PS-1
stations (SA).

Fri. 8 Issue of 'No Dues' forms to
PS-ll students (SA).

Sat. 16 PS-II ends (SA).

Tue. 19 Last date for despatching
grades, rating sheets, dues
infc rmation, project reports
and PR-1I,13J4,15,16 (SA).

Sal. 23 Last date for submitting
PR-.;.,3 from PS-I stations
and display of mid-term
grades (SA).

Mon. 25 Submission of grades and
dues list for PS-II (DA),

SA — Activity at the Station.
DA — Activity at the Division.
lA — Institute activity.

Julv, 1979

Mon. 2 PS-IT registration (SA). PS-II
work starts (SA).

Fri. 6 Last date for PR-I (SA).

Sat. 7 Preparation of PS-II profiles
for Jan-June, 1980 (DA).

Mon. 9 Last date for the distribution

of handouts and a copy to
the Division (SA).

Mon. 16 Coding of PS-II feedback
(DA). Last date for PR-2,3,
4 (SA).

Wed. 18 PS-1 ends (SA). Analysis of
PS-II feedback (DA).

Thu. 19 Initiation of problem bank
for Jan-June, 1980 (SA/DA).

Sat, 21 Finalization of PS-II profiles
for Jan-June, 1980 (DA).

Mon. 23 Last date for PR-4,5, grades,
project reports, dues list
from PS-1 (SA).

Wed 25 Documentation of PS-U rep

orts (DA).

Sat. 28 Submission of grades and
dues list for PS-I (DA).

Tue. 31 Last date for PR-II (SA).

APPENDIX-3.2

.  ■, i.nHar for a typical PS-If station as illustrated forSentesterwisc ac^V ,-Hor Uayon. Nagda

January

3  Students' Regislration
mndouts distribution to students
Project allotment

4 Lec.urcs by host organisation
personnel about the industry

5  Plant visit for students starts
8  *Last date for PR-1

11 ♦Last date for handout
12 Discussion & presentation by stu-

dents on orientation
,5 'Faculty meeting

Submission of orien
by students

17 ♦LastdateforPR-2.3&4
u practiciana BuI-23 Despatch PR

letin

27 open House Meeting

♦Despatch PR

febriiary

17
,9 'Faculty pj^^cTICIANA Bui-T-»o«; patch

open House Meeting
Lectutcll oflecture ser.es

•'Despatch PR-11

March

1  ♦Last date for problem bank
5  ♦Faculty meeting
7  Seminar

8  Seminar

9  Seminar

12 Mid-term report due
13 Viva

19 ♦Faculty meeting
22 ♦Last date for announcing mid

term grades & despatching PR-7
& 8

23 Despatch PRACTICIANA Bul
letin

31 Lecture HI of lecture series
Open House Meeting
♦Despatch PR-H

m-i
ly

iJi-

2  *Faculty meeting

16 *Faculty meeting

23 Despatch PRACTICIANA Bul
letin

27 ♦Last date for PR-9 & 10
28 Open House Meeting
30 Lecture IV of lecture series

♦Despatch PR-H
r-

rf:

L f'.



8  Issue of no dues forms to students

7  *FacuUy meeting 11 Seminar

21 -Faculty meeting j2 Seminar
Submission of first rough draft of
final project report i3 Seminar

23 Despatch PRACTICIANA Bui- 15 Quiz

16 Viva. No dues clearance
26 Open House meeting End of Semester for PS-II students

31 Lectnre V of lectnre series 1, -Last date for despatching rating
♦Despatch PR-11 . . ^ «« ,1 i-?
T^. . * r jt- , sheets, project reports, PR-11> A

to stndel ^'■""onna.re ,4_ , ^ ^ „^her mat-
erials

23 Despatch PRACTICIANA Bul-
5  ♦Faculty Meeting letln

♦ Not applicable to students.

Notes :

1. Meetings of the Tech. Cell with individual groups will be held once a week.
Details will be announced after project allotment.

2. Practice School will remain closed on factory holidays.

APPENDIX-4.1

A Typical PS-1 Evaluation Schente as Implemented in Summer, 1973
Evaluation Scheme .pxercises' were evaluated in the
1. Assignments given in terms of Exercises

following manner :toljowing , Wo 4 of the orientation type spr-
Report writing (0 ~ 11^-tion of 20 days. Eva-

luation on group basis.
Here ideas are of

(ii) Exercises from 5 0 .
importance. Total uui
Evaluated on individual basis.

■  a.n keen a diary which con-
(b) Diary. Every student was require

sisted of day to day observations.
,  The exercise work tackled in

2 Oral presentation of Group ,,,ponsibiiity of the
T>c Pach group had a leade fesponsibility of pre-

aslignment. It is the entire summer term one student
senting the 'Exeroise^

sown group, work

3, participation. Eve^ stude
•riaii fl S in ine

During the discussions which could be
4, Personal Character.stics^^^^ ^,3 evaluated forarranged for ^gcteristics:

the following ^ responsibility (c) Cooperation
(a) Leadership (Regularity and progress of the group.
(d) in.t.at- In two months about 2 quizzes and 7

s  Quix«= ""t^were written based on visits to various departments^"t'otanisation.
of the ors

TOTAL MARKS



APPENDIX-4.2

A typical PS-1 Evaluation Scheme as Implemented from Summer 1974

Evaluation Scheme

1. Quiz on 'Know your Organisation'

2. Quiz on Gap Lectures

3. Assignment Evaluation (Except for the last assignment)

(i) Knowledge and application of scientific fundamentals
(ii) Knowledge of technological operations
(iii) Oral Presentation

(a) Self-expression

(b) Material organisation
(c) Black-board presentation
(d) Participation
(e) Platform manner

(iv) Written Presentation

(a) Presentation scheme

(b) Preciseness

(c) Logical development of argument
(d) Force of expression

(v) Sense of responsibility
(vi) Initiative

(vii) Co-operation

(viii) Leadership quality

(ix) Industry

4. Open-ended project, i.e. Final assignment evaluated for 'Ideas'

5, Diary. Student is required to keep a diary which incorporates his
day to day observations.

Marks

Total marks

APPENDIX-4.3

P.actice-II Evaluation Schenta as Intplemented during 1973-75

I, Weightage 5%
[i] Know your factory [Orientat.on] 5%
i::i^"eccua„y weighted,

" f.7'C r.'« - "" """"

. .nnlicatioD of engineering fundamental
" ■ !;i, j

[iii] Leadership

1:/ S-"-spon^ihiHty
[vi] Initiative
[vii] Industry . course of the project.

2. Quiz/viva nhe'progress Report during the course of the project. 10
3- presentation** 10
4  (i) ^ and recommendations.'^.""frraTpresentation. _

(iii) Final

in respect ofT
oral Pres .jij Material organisation

®:,\?cSoarrorganisation (iv) Technical quality of answers,
participation [vi] Platform manners.
Tten presentation will be judged m respect of -

fofirin ticheme fii] Preciseness.rii presentation scneme l j Force of expression.
[ ii] Logical development of argument, [iv]



APPENDIX - 4.4

Practice SUtion :
Netnc of the Student
ID Nuiabet

B1BL& IKSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 4 SCIENCE. PILANl (EAJA8THAN)
EVALUATION SCHEME FOR PP.ACTIC SCHOOL -11

AeadeciAcadem

evaluation
1  METHOD

SEMINAR

ic Year:

Student DUcipUno:
Practice Component

Practice Conrae No^

DlSsiONS I I T ■

Attended

1. Vn»»lcidne of Con^cgpta
1.1 Witli which ho is already

familiar

1.2 Nowly introduced at
Practice School

1^ Depth of Knowledge

2. ATtplicatton of Principjg.
2.1 In a given situation

3. TntAl'ectual Ability
3.1 To oomprehcnd A act in

now eitoationa

3^ To follow logical path in
problem ftoiving

4. Or^-ntivencss A Origij^ty
4.1 Conceiving new and

unusual ideas

4J2 Suggesting Practical and
Good Solutions

5. ProfessionaUudgementA
Deeision Making Ab^.

6.1 In evaluating alter
natives.

6. T..tj.TdiBripIinary Approdl
6.1 Broad-based Knowledge
6.2 In problem Solving

situation

f^U^for DatalHandling^
7 1 Understanding of data

gatheriiig/pro««'°8
techniqnes

7^ Oioice of Measurement
tools

7 9 Skills ft"

- ,

- • « the material
gj

1  ' '

n I I

•i~n I 1 1 M

EVALUATION
uimioD

QUIZZ I.

IMi
STUDENTCHARACTERISTICS

BS5l^ PBOJECTT REPORT
8EMINiV« i ; 1

1  ̂ I sll SsS I I I
.2 -S 5-c « s 2 5 |S 2 B Ss  § Is =3!2 eiS-gSs | g ss

? 1 I 1 im I I M^^il 11 "lilt If" ̂ J
3 ̂  O a| —[—1

9. scif-Euiigggg^ ■ .
9.1 Convoying ^ ,
9.2 Delivery *presentation

9.3 Language

9.5 l-Utfonn manner. 1
9 6 introducing A ending of tbej
"  presentation I
10. lnitmUv6_ „l,leni '

';.rSS5. »•"
sbilitiea —

12. Cojoperationj rA121 With group/In"'"

13. Les^ii^ cfforte of
13.1 Organ"'"®

Is-P-"""
13.3

certs to 1

15. Se>lfa2t-r7^V^
16.1 iicctwee '

problem uns deadlines
A meetms

J6 2 pionnine
,6.3 Pun^t^m"^: —

aood imp'"-

2  2

16 8

rjOTAL

Signature of Instructor.m.euaqj-



APPENDIX-4.5

RATING SHEET - Office Copy PRACTICE COURSE

[To be filled in triplicate. One copy to be retained at Practice Station and rema
ining two to be returned to Practice School Division Office along with student
grade]

ID.No Year Semester
Practice Station : Degree Discipline
Please rate the student by tick mark (v) in the appropriate column.

Personality Traits | Excellent | Good | Aver"^" Poor j V. Poor
1. Knowledge and Application

of Fundamental Principles
2. Intellectual Ability
3. Creativity and Art of

Guestimation

4. Professional Judgement
5. Problem Solving Ability
6. Decision - making Ability
7. Ability to Communicate

8. Initiative and Self-reliance

9. Team work

10. Leadership

11. Punctuality and Ability to Meet Deadlines
12. Sense of Responsibility aud Common Sense

Please check traits describe persoli^.
Confident Should be Pleasant 1 Should be i ] —77Z—
Poised & less curious & I friendlier ! i ikeahlp oe
Curteous aggressive forceful ! with pmnn j rnore

;  ; ^ afieressive
Indicate work for which he is best suited. Check only one or indicate oTdiT^f
choice.

Research Development Teaching Design...
Production Sales & Marketing Finance EqP
Scientist Journalist Other
jf necessary, you may elaborate on your reasons for above ratings and add any
further comments you may have. Use the back of this sheet, if needed.
Grade Obtained at Practice Course Signature of Instructor-in-charge

Name
pate

less

aggressive
curious &

forceful
Likeable

Should be
more

aggressive

APPENDIX-4.6

Sonte Importnnt and Relevant Academic Regulations for PS Programme
world, his registration may be cancelled

faj Clause 22.2 required to transfer to
In all practice school non-practice school programme

the continuous evaluation ^ without assigning any reasons. All the
in clause 13 of Academic ^ transfer will apply as usual,
will be followed. Since the ed integrated
nal processes in the B.E. students who do not opt for pra-
courses seek out and school programme undergo the
on many latent attributes ^ sehool degree stream
not surface m the normal have to, in the final year,
situation, the process of ^ project in Engineering Practice
in the practice school courses s o is also colloquially termed as
be designed with care so that in o ^ Practice School. From the aca-
mation on a continuous basis on t yearl977-78 efforts have beenfollowing attributes becomes avaiiao . as to

intellectual ability; team work; lea problem solving activi-
ship* initiative; personality, pr chosen from the priority research
ional judgement; common sense ,he Institute, In view of

" blem solving ability; ^ the interdisciplinary and mission-one-
sibily; decision making nted character of the Institute resea-guestimation; punctuality; ^ ''J ,^h policy, it is proposed to conduct
„eet deadlines; "tddy ° this course, also called as Mm. - Pra-
rate through o"' may ctice school, under a similar syndrome
Nations, etc. Each suuhjtuden.^^^^^y
also be given a sta jhat consistent with the Institute
qualitatively the deg j^^o„strated research directions, the Mim-Practice
attributes have been activity will try to draw a large
hv him in the course. number of its problems from the Tns-

use 22 4 titute's immediate industrial as well as(b) practice school progra- local and rural environment.
^•"t^rfaces with the world out- (aj Such of those 5-year (4jyear)

mrus and is heavily comm- intigrated M.So., M.A., B Pharm.,
si''' ' hen" er the progress of a stu- M.M.S. and two-year Master s degree

any practice school course students as choose to.iindergo non-pra-
unsatisfactory aud his con- ctice school degree are required to do

i® ^"^^unworthy of the professional thesis in place of PS II.
duct
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BITS Practice School at Grasim, Nagda

imion of Respoosibililies for Second Semester 1978-79

Dean, PS D
ivision

Technical Cell 
j

1. Project allotm
ent

and coordination
2. Problem

 bank
3. Technological

guidance and
support to projects

4. Project report
co-ordination

Adm
inistration Cell

1. 
In

ve
n

to
ry

2. Coordination of
typing and office
file

s.

3. 
A

ccounts

4. Housekeeping
5. Students'

attendance

Incharge PS at Grasim |

E
valuation &

 D
o-

cum
entatioj_<^n_

1. C
oordination of

students' evaluation

2. Progress reports to
PS D

ivision

3. B
ulletins

4. PS M
anual

S
tudent

W
elfare Cell

1. Registration and
orientation.

2. Hostel W
arden

3. PS library

4. PS laboratory

5. Students' activities
6. Notices/Circulars
7. Lecture series

Planning &
I
 Relations Cell 

I

1. Liaison with BITS
& G

rasim
 M

ana
gem

ent

2. bits-grasim
project

3. C
ollaborative

education

4. G
eneral P

ublic
R

e
la

tio
n

s



APPENDIX-7.1

List of Various Practice School Publications

1. Introduction to Practice School Programme.

2. Evaluation Guidelines for PS-I and PS-II.

3. List of Practice School-II assignments implemented between June, 1976 and
June, 1978.

4. In any one academic year three issues of Practice School Bulletins, two of

them dealing with abstracts of PS-II assignments and one dealing with PS-I
assignments.

5. Newsletters from various PS stations which periodically give details of the
work done there. At present the Nagda and the Bombay Chapter of the PS
stations are regularly bringing issues. Others are expected to start from this
year.

6. Study Desk : Guidelines in various areas which will be of interest to PS

■  faculty and students are being prepared, e.g. engineering pro-
,, , jects, socio - economic survey; inventory Investment Analysis;

Area Development, Glossary, etc.

APPENDIX 7.2

PS Project Reports

There are to-date 1200 bound PS project report volumes which are kept in
the Central Library for reference purposes. Some of them have also been found
useful as part of the teaching material in classrooms. Each of these bound
reports has been classified PS station-wise as also subject-wise. The PS bulletins
regularly give information on PS-I work schedule as also on each of the PS-II
assignments. luformation on PS-II assignments is in terms of abstracts, names
of students, PS faculty and professional experts associated with them along with

stions on the utilization of the work done for the classroom purpose as
wefi as for the purpose of strengthening the Institute-based research efforts.

APPENDIX-7.3

Technical Reports

•  nhandhar village through NSS and Practice
1. bits students involvement in prepared by BITS students during

h on "An Outline of Century Rayon" (forthcom.ng).3. A Monograp Recovery/Removal of Carbon-

4. Monograph on Chenrica, Plants" (fortboonaing).Disn,pb.de and ^ „ r,,o„ silk Mfg. (Wvg.) Co. Ltd.
5. An orientation report on -ai, Seienees (BRIAS).
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Free & Furnished

accommodation
for students

Free & Furnished
accommodation
for faculty

Subsidised board

arrangement

BIRLA INSTITUTE OF TECH. & SCIENCE PILANI (RAJ.)

'HTEGRATED PROGRAMMES

(wtTH PRACTICE SCHOOL OR ITITKOOt)

Engg. Stream

Sc. & Engg.

Stream

input : HIGHER SEC
WITH PHV.CHEM, MATHS

Institute Care

Lang. Stream

academic yeah
r  j I I WITH TWO SEMESTER^
I  I 1 1 AND SEMESTER TERM

Sec. Sc. Stream

3
DURATION OF PRACTICE

SCHOOL

2-Year MASTER'S PROGRAMMES

(with practice school oh without )

CHEMICAL, CIVIL, ~j ^
,.E.(hons) ELECTRICALIEIECRONICS INPUT I B.E . (HONs)

MECHANICAL ^ '

CHEMICAL, CIV

M.E. ELECTRICAL EE

MECHANICAL

B.Pharm (hons)
INPUT :

B.Pharm (Hons)

M.SC.(H0NS) CHEMISTRY,
PHYSICS

INPUT--0.E.(Hons)/—  « -O.t. IMON

M,Sc.(Hons)/
M.A.(hons)/m.M.S.

computer

— _ , A WSTRUMENM.Se.fTECH) S

SC.« TECH.

M. A. (HONS)

M.A.WOKA)

•

THE INSTITUTE PROGRAMMES ARE DESIGNED ON THE EXPECTED INPU

SHOWN HERE. BUT THE STRUCTURAL FLEXIBILITY CAN ACCOMMOI

BRILLIANT STUDENTS WITH THE FOLLOWING INPUTS:

(i) WITH advanced STANDING - PROGRAMME DURATION REDUCED

(ii) WITH REMEDIAL COURSE OEFICIENaES-PROGRAMME OUftATK

EXTENDED BECAUSE OF ADDITIONAL MAKE - UP / PREPARATC

(ill) BY MiO-COUPSE TRANSFER FROM ONE PROGRAMME TO

MASTER Of _
MM S. „^,,gEM6NT

(iv) THROUGH SECOND SEMESTER ADMISSIONS

(V ) DUAL PROGRAMME - A STUDENT CAN WORK CONCURRENTLY F

TWO FIRST DEGREES

FI nw chaEJ

Ifote : Fran. Sun,r.er 1980 ony>ards PS-I accommodate B.Pharm. (Hons.) students ̂ fter II Year.
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